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  ABSTRACT 

  This Data Structure Report presents the results of a desk based assessment and watching  
  brief carried out at Mill Road, Kingussie, adjacent to St Columba’s cemetery. The watching 
  brief was commissioned by Scottish Water and recovered evidence for metalworking (most 
  likely smithing), two substantial walls most likely forming a part of the Carmelite Friary, and 
  disarticulated human remains from within the building of unknown date. Prior to the  
  excavations associated with the watching brief in Mill Road, Kingussie, the exact position of 
  the Carmelite Friary was not known. 

  The report also sets out recommendations for future work including a programme of post-
  excavation analysis. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 An archaeological watching brief and desk-based assessment was requested by Scottish 

Water in respect of water main renewal (Planning Reference CHG7892) at Mill Road, 
Kingussie.  

 
 The programme of archaeological works was specified by the Highland Council 

Historic Environment Team (HET) in keeping with the policies outlined in Scottish 
Planning Policy (2014) and PAN 2/2011 Planning and Archaeology (2011). The desk-
based assessment was requested in order to assess the archaeological potential of the 
area prior to fieldwork commencing. The watching brief was requested in order to 
identify the presence of any surviving archaeological features uncovered during the 
cutting of the pipeline trench along Mill Road, adjacent to St Columba’s Cemetery.  

 
 The watching brief was carried out between the 27th November and 6th December 2018 

and recovered evidence for metalworking, standing sections of the west and south walls 
of the Carmelite Friary, and human remains.  

1.1 Project Background 
 
1.1.1 The watching brief on the pipeline route (Figure 1) was located in Kingussie, a small 

town located in Badenoch, Strathspey. The particular section falling under the brief was 
in Mill Road, adjacent to St Columba’s Cemetery, running from a point southwest of 
the entrance into the cemetery (NH 75707 00729) to a point just beyond the end of the 
public road opposite Mill Cottage and to the southwest of the northwest wall of the 
cemetery (NH 75676 00773). A trench carrying a spur of the network from the pipeline 
terminus to the nearby house called Kirklea was also monitored during the watching 
brief.   
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1.1.2 Although running along the southwest side of Mill Road, the pipeline trench runs 
parallel to the southwest wall of St Columba’s Cemetery and adjacent to the site of St 
Columba’s Carmelite Priory, the exact location of which was unknown, and which was 
thought to have been established in the medieval period. In particular, the watching 
brief was requested due to the potential for buried archaeological features or finds, 
including human burials and building remains. 

 
1.2 Site Location and Description 
 
1.2.1 Mill Road is located in the centre of Kingussie, at the lower end of Glen Gynack, which 

contains the Gynack Burn. The source of the Gynack Burn is in the high hills to the 
northwest of the town and has a large catchment basin, the waters of which eventually 
drain into the River Spey. The lower reaches of the glen holding the burn provided the 
location for the earliest recorded settlement in the town (the potential chapel of St 
Columba), followed by the Carmelite Friary with its potential foundation in the 14th 
century AD. The main domestic settlement at the time of these ecclesiastical 
foundations was across the River Spey at Ruthven, located to the SSE of Kingussie. 
The town is located in a strategic position, at the junction of major road routes between 
Perth and Inverness, and with access to Laggan and the west.    

 
1.2.2 During the main development of the town during the 19th century, Glen Gynack and its 

water-course provided the power to run a number of mills and other industrious 
activities, although these industries soon declined.  From the first laying out of the town 
in 1799, it quickly took shape with several key buildings being constructed in the 19th 
century, and the town became a thriving hub for the Badenoch area. The arrival of the 
railway to Kingussie in 1863 was a key event in the town’s history, as it became the 
rest stop for trains between Perth and Inverness and with the railway came ‘health 
tourism’, with visitors looking to benefit from the fresh clean Highland air. Further 
attempts at establishing industry in the town were made in 1896 with the opening of the 
Speyside Distillery. As was the case in most small towns across Scotland, the early 
20th century saw a large number of grand villas springing up in the terraces above the 
town centre, some of which overlook Mill Road and the Gynack Glen. 

 
1.2.3 Mill Road is located to the northwest of the High Street, sandwiched between the 

Gynack Burn and Ardbroilach Road, and was originally built to provide access to the 
mill complex in the Gynack Glen. The cemetery of St Columba is located on the 
northeast side of the road. A number of relatively new houses are located at the junction 
with Ardbroilach Road and along the southwest verge of Mill Road, while three 
additional properties are located at the end of the road, with a lightly metalled track 
providing access to two of the houses. The houses on the southwest side of Mill Road 
are located on a terrace immediately overlooking the Gynack Burn, the terrace built-up 
from imported materials. One of the houses opposite the cemetery is called Smiddy 
Cottage and a local resident informed the author that during works in his neighbour’s 
driveway to improve access to the cottage, the remains of a smiddy were uncovered 
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including a stance for shoeing cart-wheels (Tom Prescott pers comm.). In the past and 
at the time the church of St Columba and the Carmelite Friary were in use, the ground 
would have sloped uphill gradually to the northeast, rising more steeply to the brae 
which now carries Ardbroilach Road. At this time, the lower reaches of the glen, in the 
vicinity of St Columba’s cemetery, would have been susceptible to flash-flooding. 
Indeed, there are historical references to graves being flooded during the 18th century 
(Macpherson 1893).   

 

 
Plate 1: Looking NW up Mill Road showing the open pipe trench cut  
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Figure 1: Location maps showing Mill Road, St Columba’s cemetery and the pipeline trench (split into three trenches)
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2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Aims and Objectives  
 

2.1.1 The aims of the archaeological works were: 
 

i) to monitor ground-breaking works associated with the cutting of the pipeline 
trench 

ii) to establish the presence or absence of archaeological remains prior to their 
destruction 

iii) to remove by hand any overburden in order to expose the archaeological 
deposits  

iv) to excavate, sample and record any features or to propose arrangements for 
their safeguarding, where possible 

v) to sample deposits for post-excavation work, including environmental 
analysis and dating 

vi) to liaise with the client in the event of significant archaeological features 
and /or small finds being unearthed as to the most appropriate response for 
safeguarding these features either by preservation in situ, if at all feasible, or 
by archaeological recording 

vii) to make recommendations for further measures necessary to mitigate the 
impact of the development 

viii) to make recommendations for post-excavation work 
ix) to report on the results of the desk based assessment and watching brief 

2.2 Programme of Archaeological Works 

2.2.1 Desk Based Assessment 
 A desk-based assessment was conducted in order to assess the archaeological potential 

of the area based on previously recorded sites and any historical documentation. A full 
check of all available historical and archaeological records, aerial photographs and 
historical maps was conducted using the Highland Historic Environment Record 
(HHER), the National Record of the Historic Environment (NRHE), Ordnance Survey 
Name Books, Historic Environment Scotland’s databases, the National Library of 
Scotland, statistical accounts and other available records, literary sources or online 
resources about the site. This work was conducted in accordance with the Highland 
Council Standards for Archaeological Work (2012) and the Chartered Institute for 
Archaeologists standards (CIfA 2014). 

2.2.2 Archaeological Watching Brief 
 The watching brief comprised archaeological monitoring of the cutting of the pipeline 

trench using a mechanical excavator fitted with a 0.5m wide smooth-edged bucket. 
After pre-cutting and removal of the tarmac road surface, the underlying deposits were 
removed in shallow units/spits where possible. The watching brief included the 
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excavation of any archaeological features encountered, in order to establish the extent, 
condition, character, quality and date of archaeological features impacted by these 
works. Fieldwork was recorded by written and photographic means and all features 
were recorded in accordance with standard practice. 

 
3 RESULTS 
 
3.1 Desk Based Assessment 

 
3.1.1 The main settlement of Kingussie was established during the mid-18th century and takes 

its English name from the Gaelic Ceann á Ghuibhsaich meaning ‘at the head of the 
pines’, harking back to when the settlement was surrounded by an extensive pine forest, 
now much depleted. However, the earliest origins of settlement in the Kingussie area 
are said to date back to the latter half of the 6th century AD, when St Columba, or one 
of his followers, is believed to have established a church beside the Gynack Burn, near 
what is now Old Mill Road. However, this did not bring settlement to this side of the 
River Spey, as most of the early settlement took place on the eastern side at Ruthven in 
the 13th century, when Ruthven Castle was built (c.1229) by the Comyn Earls of 
Badenoch, who also owned the Kingussie estate. Alexander Stewart, 1st Earl of Buchan 
and Lord of Badenoch (1343 – 94 or 1405), the infamous ‘Wolf of Badenoch’, had one 
of his bases at Ruthven. In c.1440, James II granted the Lordship of Badenoch to 
Alexander Seton, later Alexander Gordon, 1st Earl of Huntly, and in 1464 Kingussie 
was created a burgh of barony by James III, with Alexander Gordon, 1st Earl of Huntly 
as landowner (Dixon 1971). 

 
3.1.2 Some settlement took place during the 16th century on land within the boundary of the 

present town including the old church which was built on Main Street (the remains of 
the former graveyard are still visible behind the buildings on Main Street). A Carmelite 
friary was also founded before 1501, the subsequent history of which has proved 
difficult to trace (Easson 1957). It was situated within the old graveyard of St 
Columba’s, but nothing of the friary remained in 1869 although walling is said to have 
been found during early 19th century repairs to the churchyard (MacPherson 1893). 
Ruthven Castle experienced a period of turbulence during the 17th and 18th centuries: 
attacked and captured by General Leslie (1647); garrisoned by Oliver Cromwell’s 
troops in 1649; burnt down by John Graham of Claverhouse, 1st Viscount of Dundee 
(‘Bonnie Dundee’) during the Civil War in 1689; was rebuilt as military barracks by 
General Wade in 1719; was extended in 1734; and was attacked and burnt in 1746 
during the Jacobite Rising. Construction of better roads in the area, along with the 
bridging of the Spey during the mid-18th century, saw Kingussie grow as a more 
popular site for settlement, and Ruthven’s dominance as the main settlement in 
Badenoch declined. 

 
3.1.3 The entry for the ‘United Parishes of Kingussie and Inch’ in the Old Statistical Account 

of Scotland was written by the minister Rev. John Anderson in 1792. In this he states 
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that ‘there is no village either in the parish or in the whole district’ (OSA 1792, 38). 
However, by the time the New Statistical Account is written by Rev. George Shepherd 
in 1835, ‘there are now two [villages] in this parish alone; of a combined population of 
upwards of 700.’ (NSA 1835, 79). The first references for a planned town in Badenoch 
date to the 1770s, shortly after the Duke of Gordon instructed the bridging of the River 
Spey at Ralia in 1765 (Ross Noble pers comm). Planned towns were popular with 
landowners in Scotland during the 18th and 19th centuries as a means to implementing 
and managing change throughout their estates. Many were based around a new industry 
to employ the town’s residents and to generate higher incomes for the landowners. 
Others became key market places for the produce generated on surrounding agricultural 
lands as improvements in farming methods were implemented. 

 
3.1.4 Kingussie was initially developed as a market place and prior to the planned town 

coming into existence (as early as the late 1750s) there were moves to establish a textile 
industry at Kingussie. It was not until the 1780s, however, that a mill complex was built 
alongside the River Gynack. One of the Gordon estate’s tenants, John MacHardy, took 
on the role of managing the mill, and various subsidies were sought to expand the 
complex with additional buildings to store flax and so on. However, the scheme was not 
particularly successful, and the mill had ceased operations by the time the new town 
was being surveyed and laid out in 1770 (Dixon 1999). In 1770, surveys were carried 
out and the report of contents to accompany the resulting plans for a new town was 
produced in August 1773. However, it was not until the 1790s that any action was taken 
towards formally establishing the new town. The 4th Duke of Gordon employed the 
eminent land surveyor and town planner George Brown (who also planned the new 
towns of Buckie, Lossiemouth and Bishopmill), and in 1798, under the Duke’s factor 
for Badenoch, William Tod, the first surveys and feuing plans for Kingussie were laid 
out. During the spring and summer of 1799, George Hosack, a resident from Ruthven, 
marked out the Square and the first building work on designated plots was carried out. 
The Kingussie seen today still retains much of the original grid-iron street layout at its 
centre. 

 
3.2 Historical Mapping 

 
3.2.1 Historical mapping was consulted online through the National Library of Scotland 

(NLS 2018). Ruthven including the castle and later military barracks appear on the 
early maps of the area, but Kingussie is not shown until the Jansson map of 1659. 
George Wade’s Military map of Scotland also focuses the attention on Ruthven and its 
barracks, although a building shown on the opposite side of the River Spey must be 
where the town of Kingussie is located today. Roy’s map of the Highlands of Scotland 
(1747-52) shows more detail including settlements, areas of cultivation and the Kirk of 
Kingusie. 
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 Figure 2: Excerpt from Jansson’s Map of Scotland (1659), showing Ruffen (Ruthven) and 

the church at Kingussie on the opposite bank of the River Spey 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Excerpt from George Wade’s Military Map of Scotland (1735) 
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Figure 4: Excerpt from Roy’s map of Scotland (1747-52) 
 

 
Figure 5: Excerpt from the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 25 inch map sheet showing 
Kingussie (surveyed in 1868 and published in 1892) 
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 3.2.2 At the time the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey series of map sheets have been published in 
1892 (from the surveys in 1868), Kingussie had become a well-established Planned 
Town. To the northwest of the High Street, evidence for the industries that were 
established at this time within the town can be clearly seen including as series of mill 
dams, sluices and lades running off the east side of the Guinach (Gynack Burn); the 
lade running around the north side of the High Street before running south into the 
River Spey. This infrastructure provided the power for the Carding and Wauk Mills, 
located on the east banks of the Gynack Burn, and a Corn Mill to the north of the High 
Street. Two smithies are also shown on the map; one located on the west bank of the 
Gynack Burn, with the second at the junction of King Street and Old Mill Road. The 
grave yard of St Columba is also shown on the east side of the Gynack Burn, in which 
is marked the site of St Columba’s Priory.  

 

 
Figure 6: Excerpt from the Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 25 inch map sheet (surveyed in 
1899 and published in 1901) 

 
3.2.3 The 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map sheet also shows the location of the grave yard 

and site of St Columba’s Priory and site of the smithy. However, by this time, it appears 
that the Wauk Mill had been extended, but had also since fallen out of use. The old lade 
running adjacent to Old Mill Road and the grave yard has also disappeared, most likely 
infilled.  
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3.2.4 The map sheets consulted for this desk based assessment do not show the exact location 
of the old church or priory, although the 1st and 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map 
sheets do show a cross marking the site of the priory within the grave yard. From the 
discoveries made in Mill Road during the watching brief for the pipeline trench cutting, 
we know that a part of the church/priory lies under the terminus of the road, southwest 
of the site marked on the map sheets and most likely extends into the graveyard.  

 

 
Figure 7: Old photograph c.1900 showing St Columba’s cemetery and Mill Cottage and 
Wauk Mill (disused at this time) 

 
 
3.3 Historic Environment Record 
 
3.3.1 The following entries associated with Mill Road, Kingussie, appear on the Highland 

Councils Historic Environment Record: 
 

MHG4413  NH 7567 0077 St Columba’s Friary (Carmelite) 
 A Carmelite friary founded before 1501, the subsequent history of which has not been 
traced (D E Esson 1957). It was situated within the old graveyard but nothing 
remained in 1869 although walling is said to have been found during early 19th 
century repairs to the churchyard. There are no visible remains of a building at the 
site. An inscribed stone set into the graveyard wall at NH 7568 0078 states that 'here 
lie the hallowed remains of the old church of Kingussie, dedicated to St. Columba and 
according to tradition, planted by himself.' 
 
 The inscribed stone referred to above sits above what appears to be a small font made 
of grey granite. The inscription is completed by the phrase, in both Gaelic and 
English, 'My Druid is Christ the Son of God', supposedly a saying of St. Columba.  
J. Hooper, 24.11.99. 
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Notes attached to record/entry: 
 
The church at Kingussie was supposedly founded by St Columba, during his journey 
from Iona to Inverness in the 6th century (FES, 364; Sinton 1906; MacDonald 1966, 
5). While there is no evidence to suggest that Columba was ever in this area, it is 
nonetheless likely that the ‘Old Churchyard’ nestled by the Gynack Burn is a very 
early foundation (NMRS/SMR no. NH70SE2). At the turn of the 13th century, the 
church of Kingussie, along with the chapel of Banchor, was granted by Gilbert of 
Cathern (Cathcart) to Bishop Brice of Moray (RRS, Vol. II, 438, No. 476); this 
charter was confirmed by King William the Lion in 1203 (Macpherson 1893, 119; 
Cowan 1967, 113). The revenues of the church remained annexed bishopric at the 
Reformation (ibid.). Kingussie was united with Insh as a prebend of Elgin cathedral in 
1226 and this remained the case at the Reformation (ibid, 87). A mid-12th century 
parson of Kingussie, Muriach, is supposed to have become the head of Clan Chattan 
on the death of his brother. 
 
A Carmelite friary was founded in Kingussie in 1490 by George, Earl of Huntley, 
supposedly on the site of the earlier church and with the village occupying its 
precincts (Macpherson 1893, 122).      
 
However, Shaw, followed by Sinton, place the friary in the middle churchyard (1775, 
Vol. III, 384; Sinton 1910, 251; NMRS/SMR no. NH70SE5). It was founded by friars 
from Inverbervy in Kincardine (1775, Vol. III, 203). Nothing further is known about 
this foundation; its lands were re-assumed by the Gordon family at the Reformation 
and the patronage of the church has continued to remain with the Duke of Gordon 
(ibid.). 
 
In 1624, a new parish church was built in the Middle Churchyard. This church was 
itself replaced in 1792 by the present church on the site of the stone circle of Tom a’ 
Mhoid (the court mound). The stone from the old church was taken by John 
MacPherson, the Black Officer, to Ballachroan, but brought him only bad luck (Sinton 
1910, 251). The line exploited by General Wade to cross the Spey, perhaps reflecting 
a much earlier routeway, passes just to the east of this church. This shift in location 
seems a very dramatic statement – the new church is not moved to the traditional site 
of Early Christianity in the town, but to a place of Pagan worship; albeit transformed 
into a place of secular authority in the medieval period. Interestingly, Tom a’ Mhoid 
is in full view of Ruthven, now capped by the barracks, but the site of a much earlier 
Comyn castle (Shaw 1775, Vol. I, 292; Scarlett 1988, pages 11-2). It seems more than 
probable that Ruthven was the secular capital of Badenoch in the medieval period, 
possibly even a Royal Thanage (Barrow 1989, 9), but with religious and judicial 
elements of this lordship centred on Kingussie.  
 
The old churchyard (on Mill Road) was the most important Macpherson burial 
ground. Among the Macpherson burials is the grave of the ‘Black Officer’, John 
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‘Tulli’ Macpherson of Tullisowe, late feuar of Kingussie, who died in 1805; a 
barrack-master and his wife from Ruthven; and Lachlan Macpherson (father of Cluny 
of the ’45) – (Macpherson 1893). Only a small part of the old graveyard was enclosed 
in the 19th century and the graveyard was greatly disturbed when the road and Mill 
Lade were constructed (ibid, 161; Sinton 1910, 258). Within the 19th century wall on 
the west side of the burial ground is set a granite font, recovered from a garden wall 
elsewhere in Kingussie (Macpherson 1893, 127). It is placed underneath an 
inscription, commemorating the foundation of the church and ending in the line, in 
both English and Gaelic, ‘My Druid is Christ the Son of God’ (ibid, 115), which is 
taken from a hymn ascribed to Columba (Watson 1899, 3). 
 
St Columba’s well lay some way upstream from the churchyard (close to the old 
carding mill), while a fair continued to be held on the saint’s day in midsummer until 
the middle of the 19th century (Sinton 1910, 255; FES, 364). The fair extended beyond 
the bounds of the churchyard and, according to Sinton, when plague broke out during 
the fair, those standing inside its bounds survived, while those outside did not. 
 
Regarding the church, the Statistical Accounts state that “Their ecclesiastical history, 
till a considerable time after the Reformation, is little known. Though it is well 
ascertained, that there was once a monastery in the parish, and a priory with very 
liberal endowments, yet there is so little known concerning them that our antiquaries 
have barely mentioned them in the catalogue of religious houses, without attempting 
any further illustration”. 
 
MHG30930  NH 7569 0076 Mill-Road 
A watching Brief was carried out on 06/05/00 to repair an unstable section of the 
cemetery boundary wall. This is a short section of circa 5 meters on the side adjacent 
to Mill Cottage. 
 

3.4 Other Sources 
 
3.4.1 Additional searches of the sources mentioned above resulted in the discovery of 

Alistair Macpherson’s 1893 publication ‘Glimpses of Church and Social Life in the 
Highlands in Olden Times’. At the time he published this work Alexander 
Macpherson was Provost of Kingussie and was in his early fifties. The book is 
literally a compilation of practically everything that was known about the 
Macphersons of Badenoch at that time and the author was a man who was totally 
involved in his community and its affairs - commercial, political, religious and social. 
He was born in the Parish of Alvie, in 1839 and having prosecuted his education at 
the Parish School of Kingussie and the University of Edinburgh, Macpherson passed 
as a Law Agent. After residing in Edinburgh for twenty years, he was appointed 
Agent of the British Linen Bank at Kingussie, in 1875. The history and antiquities of 
Badenoch had been strangely neglected until Alistair Macpherson turned his attention 
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in that direction and in 1893 his volume was published by the well-known firm of 
William Blackwood and Sons. Alexander Macpherson died in 1902. 

 
3.4.2 Although the content of Macpherson’s publication is diverse, it holds important 

references to St Columba’s Churchyard in Kingussie and references to the earlier 
church and friary. The information is derived from old folk-lore and more reliable 
sources, especially those connected with the lordship of Badenoch in the central 
Highlands. However, the publication also includes transcripts of inscriptions in the 
present churchyard, along with descriptive notes. Originally intended solely for 
natives of Badenoch, the author hoped that the book would prove of more than local 
interest, as illustrating to some extent the Church and social life prevailing north of 
the Grampians, and the condition and characteristics of the Highland people in past 
times. The author indicated that any profits to be derived from the sale of his book 
would be devoted to a fund for keeping in good order and repair the churchyard of St 
Columba in Kingussie, where the remains of so many generations of Macphersons 
were laid to rest. 

 
3.4.3 For completeness, excerpts from Macpherson’s publication that pertain to St 

Columba’s graveyard, the early church and later Carmelite Friary are included below. 
 
3.4.4 Writing regarding the old church of Kingussie, he suggests that it was one of several 

planted by Columba in Scotland, but goes on to say that although no traces remain of 
the church or infrastructure, some particulars of their general character have come 
down to us. “There was an earthen rampart which enclosed all the settlement. There 
was a mill‐stream, a kiln, a barn, and refectory. The church, with its sacristy, was of 
oak. The cells of the brethren were surrounded by walls of clay held together by 
wattles.  

 
3.4.5 An agreement between the same Bishop and Walter Cumyn between the years 1224‐

33 gave and granted to the bishops of Moray 6 acres of land near the Church of 
Kingusy, in which that Church is situated. By an ordination order of Bishop Andrew, 
between the Chapter of Moray and the Prebendary of Kinguscy, of date 10th 
December 1253, it is declared that ‐ “To all the sons of the Holy Mother Church who 
may see or hear this writing, Archibald, by divine permission Bishop of Moray, gives 
eternal greeting in the Lord. Since the Chapter of the Church of Moray, on account of 

 divers causes and matters pertaining to the same Church, has been burdened with 
debt, and for as much as, for the apparent advantage of the Church itself, it has freely 
granted 10 marks annually to Master Mathew, a writer from the City of our Lord the 
Pope ‐ we, being anxious to provide for the alleviation and security of the same, with 
the express wish and consent of William of Elgin, Prebendary of Kinguscy, who has 
bound himself by oath to observe this order of ours for himself and his successors, 
grant and ordain that the aforesaid Chapter shall acquire and have every year at the 
feast of St John the Baptist, during the whole life of the said Master Mathew, 20 
marks from the tithes of the crops of Kinguscy and the Inche, to be received through 
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the hands of the said William, or whoever is appointed prebendary in the same 
prebend, or the agents of the same; and also that the said William, and prebendaries of 
Kinguscy succeeding the same, shall pay every year at the above feast to the 
Procurator of the Chapter one mark sterling for expenses incurred in connection with 
the sending of the said money to Berwick.” 

 
3.4.6 “The Priory of Kingussie in Badenoch,” says Shaw “was founded by George, Earl of 

Huntly, about the year 1490. Of what Order the monks were, or what were the 
revenues of the Priory, I have not learned. The Prior's house and the Cloysters of the 
Monks stood near the Church, where some remains of them are to be seen”. That 
priory is supposed to have been built on the site of the old church of St Columba, and 
the village of Kingussie is said to occupy its precincts. In course of the improvements 
recently made in the churchyard a portion of one of the gables was distinctly traced.  

 
3.4.7 In the Register of Moray the name of Gavin Lesly is mentioned as “Prebendary of 

Kyngusy” in 1547, that of George Hepburne as prebendary in 1560, and that of 
Archibald Lyndesay as prebendary in 1567. At the Reformation a plank of bog‐fir 
was fixed into St Columba's Church from wall to wall, and so divided the church. In 
the end which contained the altar the priest was allowed to officiate, while the 
Protestant preacher occupied the further extremity. “The sockets of the plank,” adds 
Mr Sinton, “were long pointed out in the remains of the masonry of the old church.” 
Unfortunately, when part of the north wall of the churchyard was repaired nearly 
thirty years ago, these remains appear to have been incorporated with the wall and 
almost entirely obliterated.  

 
3.4.8 Here are some further reminiscences received from the late Mr MacRae, the 

Procurator‐fiscal at Kirkwall, a worthy and much‐respected native of Badenoch: 
 
 “I used to be very often in the churchyard. It had a great attraction for all the youths in 

the west end of Kingussie. The ruins of the old church engrossed our attention next to 
witnessing funerals. The walls of the church were when I first remember them, more 
perfect than they are at present. The church consisted of a nave, rectangular, without a 
chancel. The east and south walls were almost perfect. The west gable was away. The 
stones of the north wall were partially removed, and used for repairing the north dyke 
of the churchyard. There were traces of windows in the south wall, but whether these 
windows were round, pointed, or square, could not be inferred from the state of the 
walls”. 

 
 “In the remains of the north wall there was ‐ about 2 yards, I should say, westward 

from the east gable ‐ an aperture with a circular arch, which interested us boys at the 
time very much. It was about 18 inches in length, 12 in height, and 5 in depth. We had 
many discussions in regard to it, some of us contending that it was a receptacle for the 
Bible, others that it was a canopy for a cross or an image; but it undoubtedly was a 
piscina where the consecrated vessels ‐‐paten, chalice, &c. ‐ used in celebrating Mass 
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were kept when not used during the celebration. The piscina is generally in the south 
gable, and has a pipe for receiving the water used in cleaning the sacred vessels. It 
was, however, not unusual in northern or cisalpine churches, especially in those of an 
early date, to have the piscina in the north gable without a pipe. You may depend 
upon it that the church was of a very early date, probably of the earliest type of Latin 
rural church architecture in Scotland. It may have been built upon the site of an earlier 
Celtic church. You might probably ascertain this by directing the workmen you have 
employed in putting the churchyard in order to dig about 5 feet inwards from the 
eastern gable. If they should find there any remains of the foundations of a cross 
gable, between the north and south gables, you may safely conclude that there was a 
Celtic church there and that the Christian religion was taught in Badenoch before the 
close of the tenth century”. 

 
3.4.9 “Up till within the last two or three years the venerable churchyard of St Columba ‐ 

where for a period extending over fully seven hundred years so many generations of 
Macphersons, Clann Mhuirich Bhýideanaich, have been laid to rest with their kindred 
dust ‐ was anything but creditably kept. Its surface was so irregular, and many of the 
tombstones and mounds were so placed or raised above the ground, as to render it 
almost impossible to cut the grass or remove the weeds. The whole ground was in 
consequence a tangled mass of long grass, rank nettles, and dockens”. The walls had 
also been allowed to fall into a sad state of disrepair, and altogether the condition of 
the churchyard was felt to be so very discreditable that an appeal was prepared to 
raise the necessary funds. “The result of the response made to the appeal referred to 
is, that not only have the walls been partially rebuilt and thoroughly repaired, but that 
the churchyard itself has been all neatly laid out, and the tombstones and graves in 
each terrace all reverently placed on a uniform level. The work is now finished, and 
all who have recently seen the place acknowledge that a great improvement has been 
effected. Altogether it is very gratifying to be able to state that the old churchyard of 
St Columba has been rendered more worthy of the honoured name it bears, and of the 
care due to it as the hallowed resting‐place for so many centuries of all that is mortal 
of the old people of Badenoch”. 

 
3.4.10 “In course of the improvements recently effected in the churchyard, a number of 

tombstones were found sunk in some cases two or three feet beneath the surface of 
the ground. The probability is that many others have, in the changes and flight of 
ages, sunk or been covered over to such an extent that there is now little prospect of 
getting these brought to light”.  

 
3.4.11 “Only a very small portion of St Columba's Churchyard was enclosed, and, in the 

recollection of many still living, the site of old “Jess Warren's” house and garden 
formed part of what had in olden times been consecrated ground. The road to the 
present meal‐mill was sacrilegiously made right through this ground, and the bed of 
the old mill‐lade dug out among the graves. Before the bridge which stood near the 
present smithy was constructed, this stream had to be crossed by a ford”.  
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3.5 Archaeological Watching Brief 
 
3.5.1 The watching brief was conducted between the 27th November and the 6th December 

2018. The weather throughout the works was generally dry with morning frost and 
some low temperatures of up to minus 6 degrees Celsius. Winds were generally light 
and light levels good, although within the narrow service trench (0.5m to 0.6m wide 
and up to 1.2m deep) it was necessary to use artificial light after 3.30pm. The pipeline 
trench was cut entirely through the tarmac road surface of Mill Road and was watched 
from a point southwest of the entrance into the cemetery (NH 75707 00729) and 
running to a point just beyond the end of the public road opposite Mill Cottage, to the 
southwest of the northwest wall of the cemetery (NH 75676 00773). For convenience 
and based on the archaeological features recovered, the pipeline trench was divided into 
three sections, under which the results of the watching brief are discussed (see Figure 
7). 

 
3.5.1 Trench 1 – Metalworking Structure/Smithy 
 
3.5.1.1 Removal of the modern tarmac road surface (010) and the underlying road base (009) 

revealed an earlier metalled road surface and road base comprising buff sediments with 
small stone clasts (008). A thin lens of tarmac or asphalt was recorded intermittently 
above this deposit, suggesting that the earlier road is not that old. 

 
3.5.1.2 Below the earlier road, a deeper deposit of sediments (005) most likely forms a 

levelling layer infilling the underlying structures. This comprised a mixed deposit 
comprising light brown gritty sediments with some charcoal flecks and small angular 
and rounded stone clasts and intermittent sand lenses. Two corroded metal objects 
(SF02) and two clay pipe stem fragments (SF01) were the only artefacts recovered from 
the deposits. A plastic conduit carrying an old and abandoned telephone cable had been 
inserted into context (005), running roughly at right-angles to the alignment of the pipe 
trench. 

 
3.5.1.3 The excavator bucket struck stone below context (005), so excavations proceeded from 

this stage by hand. The southeast face of a wall (002) comprised large to medium sized 
stone clasts with rounded and angular edges, survives up to two courses high and built 
on deposits comprising context (013). The opposing wall face (001), located to the 
northwest, included two upright set stones comprising large clasts with rounded edges, 
also built on deposits comprising context (013). Deposit (006) comprising a mid-brown 
silty sediment with small angular and rounded stone clasts and containing some 
charcoal flecks, formed the core of the wall. The two wall faces were located 1.2 metres 
apart, and were aligned north-south. Some tumble from the wall (004) was recorded on 
the southeast side of the structure, which included large to medium-sized stone clasts 
with angular and rounded edges. 
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Plate 2: Looking NW along Trench 1 showing upper wall (001/002) and wall core (006) with service 

cable in conduit (scale=1m) 
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Plate 3: Looking NW along Trench 1 showing upper wall (001/002) and lower wall (003) in 

foreground relating to metalworking structure – after removal of tumble (004) 
 
3.5.1.4 The context into which the wall had been set, and which abutted the northwest face 

(013) included mid-brown silty sediments containing some small angular to rounded 
stone fragments, charcoal flecks and some iron slag. Removal of this deposit revealed 
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two drystone wall bases, set 5.2 metres apart. The southeast wall (003) was located 
below the tumble (004) from the upper wall (002) and comprised a well-constructed 
drystone structure containing large to medium-sized stone clasts with rounded edges 
(river cobbles), surviving up to two courses high and measuring 0.6m wide. The 
northwest wall (011) was also of drystone construction using medium-sized stone clasts 
with rounded edges (river cobbles), surviving up to two courses high and measuring 
0.7m wide. Both walls had been built on the natural ground surface (014). The lack of 
stone tumble associated with the walls, along with their construction which comprised a 
raft of river cobbles, may indicate that they formed a base for a turf superstructure.  

 
3.5.1.5 Floor deposits (007) were found between the two lower walls (003/011) and comprised 

dark brown to black gritty sediments containing numerous charcoal flecks, iron slag, 
runned slag and hearth base fragments. The deposit also included patches of buff to red-
coloured silty ash located within a hollow within the natural underlying ground surface 
and including some larger slag fragments and fragments of possible hearth base. This 
may have comprised the remains of a smithing hearth, although it was difficult to be 
more certain of this interpretation due to the restricted nature of the pipe trench. 
Located outside, and abutting the walls of the metalworking building, was a mid-brown 
silty sediment (012) containing small stone clasts, charcoal flecks and some iron slag. 

 
3.5.1.6 The lower walls (003/011) and floor deposits (007) within the structure would suggest 

that this had been used for metalworking (most likely as a smithy. Unfortunately the 
only artefact, with the exception of the metalworking residues, recovered from the 
lower deposits in Trench 1 was a small and thin fragment of copper-alloy plate (SF03), 
from context (012), outside the southeast wall (003) of the building. Therefore, dating 
of the structure remains problematic and will rely on radiocarbon dating of charcoal 
samples from the floor of the building. The building has been built onto the natural 
subsoil at the base of the archaeological sequence, which may suggest that it could be 
relatively early in date. 

 
3.5.2 Trench 2 – Stone Features 
 
3.5.2.1 The cutting for the water main in Trench 2 also commenced with the removal of the 

modern tarmac road surface (007) and the underlying road base (006), which extended 
up to 0.18 metres deep. At the base of this deposit was an intermittent and thin layer of 
asphalt/tarmac with an undulating surface, which had been laid on a deposit of gritty 
buff sediment with small angular to rounded stone clasts, forming the road base (005). 

 
3.5.2.2 Below the lower road base (005), alternating lenses of sand, gravel and light brown 

sandy sediments (004) formed a deep set of deposits. This material had been imported 
into the site from a local quarry and had been used to landscape the area, forming a 
terrace above the Gynack Burn on which the modern houses have been built on the 
southwest side of Mill Road. No finds were recovered from these deposits. 
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Plate 4: Looking NE over Trench 2 showing possible wall base (001) and overlying lenses of 

imported material (004) 

 
Plate 5: Looking NE over Trench 2 showing stone spread (002) and same overlying lenses of 

material (004) imported into site to form the terrace 
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3.5.2.3 An old buried soil horizon was revealed below the imported material and comprised 
mid-brown silty sediments with small rounded and angular stone clasts and charcoal 
flecks (003). Two random groups of stone comprising rounded to angular medium-
sized stone clasts were found embedded into this deposit. The southeast group of stones 
(001) extended for 1 metre in the base of the trench. Located 1.2 metres to the 
northwest was the second group of stones (002), which was also around 1 metre wide. 
These features were not excavated further as they lay below the level to which the water 
main pipe was to be laid. It is possible that they had formed wall bases in the past, but it 
is not possible to be more informed regarding an overall interpretation based on the 
evidence revealed. No further features were recorded in Trench 2, and no artefacts 
recovered. 

 
3.5.3 Trench 3 – Carmelite Friary and Human Remains 
 
3.5.3.1 Due to the fact that the excavations in Trench 2 had not revealed any significant 

archaeological features or human remains, and that there remained a short section of 
pipe trench to cut adjacent to the house of Kirklea, West Coast Archaeological Services 
suspended the archaeological monitoring of the remainder of the water main trench on 
the 28th November. Details however, were left with the contractors to make contact if 
any potential archaeological features were uncovered. WCAS was subsequently called 
by Dan Arnold of Scottish Water at 12.00pm on the 30th November to say that the 
contractors had disturbed human remains during the cutting of the final section of the 
water main trench. 

 
3.5.3.2  After arriving on-site at 12.30pm, discussions were held with the contractors (Corrie) 

and Scottish Water representatives on site including Dan Arnold. The initial 
investigation of the pipe trench revealed an area of disturbed stone in the southeast end 
of the trench, from which the excavator driver had removed a fairly large slab of stone, 
which he thought may have been a grave marker – although no inscriptions were 
visible. Unfortunately, the stone had already been removed off-site and taken away in 
the skip of spoil for transporting away. Moving to the northwest, the excavator had cut 
the trench to full depth and it was in this 2 metres long section that the human bone had 
been disturbed. Human bone could be seen in both the southwest and northeast profiles 
of the trench, in the base of the trench, and within the spoil lying to the side of the cut 
on the tarmac road surface. The human remains included long bone and cranial 
fragments, along with a few isolated teeth. Having made this quick evaluation, it 
initially appeared that the excavator had cut through an earlier part of the cemetery.  

 
3.5.3.3 The police had already been called by Scottish Water and they arrived from Aviemore 

at 2.30pm, followed shortly after by the CID. With the initial assessment and data-
gathering I had carried out shortly before, I was able to inform the authorities that the 
human remains were not ‘recent’ in age, and most likely dated to at least 200-300 years 
ago. This was based on information recovered during the desk based assessment, which 
suggested that most of the internments in the old cemetery on Mill Road dated from the 
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18th and 19th centuries. After some time discussing the site and its potential earlier 
church foundation (St Columba) and the later Carmelite Friary (founded in the 15th 
century), and with input from Kirsty Cameron at Highland Council’s Historic 
Environment Team, the CID gave permissions to carry on with the excavations at the 
site. After covering over the new discoveries and making the site safe for the weekend, 
work resumed at the site on Monday 3rd December. 

 

 
Plate 6: Looking NW over Trench 3 showing foundations of south church wall (006/007) and 

upright slab (013) with mixed human remains beyond 
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3.5.3.4 The first stage of the archaeological works started with the recording and collection of 

all human bone disturbed by the mechanical excavator and site contractors. This 
included dry-sieving of the spoil deposits lying at the edge of the trench. The material 
was generally in a poor state of preservation, the bone being quite fragile and which had 
been degraded further by the actions of the mechanical excavator. After cleaning up the 
trench sections and removing the loose material, we decided to remove the overburden 
from the remainder of the pipe trench, up to its terminus at the end of Mill Road. 

 
3.5.3.5 Removal of the modern tarmac road surface (001) and the underlying road base (002) in 

Trench 3 initially revealed the alternating lenses of imported sand and gravel, and light 
brown sandy sediments that had been recorded in Trench 2. However, the stratigraphy 
in Trench 3 changed significantly after a few metres, revealing mid-brown silty 
sediments containing some charcoal flecks and angular and rounded stones, including 
the odd larger clast up to 0.2m across (008). From this point on and moving along the 
trench to the northwest, removal of the upper deposits in Trench 3 (contexts 002 and 
upper part of 008), were carried out using the excavator bucket in shallow spits. This 
revealed more fragments of human bone before encountering larger stones, two of 
which were removed by the excavator bucket. These stones, which also included 
fragments of lime mortar, appeared to relate to a larger area of stones in the trench, so it 
was decided that the excavations would continue from this point using hand tools. 

 
3.5.3.6 The initial clean down of Trench 3 beyond the limits of the excavations conducted 

using the excavator bucket, revealed a spread of buff to orange/brown sticky and firm 
clay containing a mixed human bone deposit, mainly comprising crania and long bones. 
However, this deposit was quite localised (running for approximately 1.2 metres along 
the trench), where it transitioned to a darker silty sediment (008), with some stone 
showing through. Further upstanding stone clasts were then encountered, some of 
which displayed evidence of lime mortar bonding. Beyond these stones, the context 
transitioned again to mid-to-light brown/orange gritty sediments (009) containing 
mainly small rounded stone clasts, but also with some larger, blocky clasts. This deposit 
was quite sterile and appeared to comprise water-derived material from flooding of the 
nearby Gynack Burn. 

 
3.5.3.7 Working around the upstanding stone at the northwest end of the trench, and removing 

the last of the deposits comprising context (008), more in-situ stone was revealed. Two 
distinct edges of a large wall started to emerge. Aligned roughly north-south, the west 
face of the wall (004a) comprised some large angular and dressed stones interspersed 
with large river cobbles, while the east face (004b) also comprised some large blocks 
interspersed with smaller angular clasts. The distance between the wall faces measured 
up to 1.2 metres and the core of the wall (003) comprised stone of varied size (but 
including some large blocks and river cobbles) with some lime mortar bonding (014). 
Removal of the loose, gritty silts (009) located to the west of wall face (004a) revealed 
up to three surviving well-laid courses of stone, which appear to form a slightly curved 
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outline in plan, and which had been revetted by large river cobbles (005). The larger 
joints between the river cobbles, and between the horizontal courses of the wall, 
displayed pinning and packing stones. 

 

 
Plate 7: Looking NW over Trench 3 showing west gable wall of church (004/003), upright stone 

slab (013) and mixed human bone deposit in clay (015) 
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Plate 8: Looking SW over Trench 3 showing inside face of west gable of church (004b), upright 

stone slab (013) to left, and human remains in clay deposit (015) 
 
3.5.3.8 Working from the east face of the wall (004b) in a south-easterly direction down the 

 pipe trench, excavation of the buff clay-like deposit (015) revealed a complex of human 
 remains including a significant number of crania and crania fragments, and long bones. 
 The context also contained small to medium-sized stone clasts (mainly angular, but 
 with some rounded river cobbles). At the southeast limit of the deposit, the top of an 
 upright slab (013) was revealed measuring 0.4 metres long and which appeared to abut 
 stones set on edge to the west and east, potentially forming a division wall. To the 
 southeast of the slab, the deposits comprised mid-to dark brown silty sediments (016) 
 containing angular and rounded stone clasts (mainly small), and with some charcoal 
 flecks, fragments of lime mortar and human bone groups. The human bone in context 
 (016) were distributed at intervals along the trench (not a mixed concentration of bone 
 as seen in context 015), but also appeared to contain a limited number of skeletal 
 elements – mainly comprising crania and long bones, and displaying a distinct absence 
of ribs, vertebrae, and bones from the extremities (hands and feet).  

 
3.5.3.9 Cleaning around the disturbed stone in the southeast section of Trench 3 revealed the 

remains of a second wall, which had been partially removed using the mechanical 
excavator. This comprised several elements including slabs and blocks forming a north 
face (007) with a buff, silty sediment matrix; a southern face (006) comprising large 
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and medium-sized river cobbles; what appears to be a secondary face (011) or more 
structured core of the wall using river cobbles and more angular-shaped slabs; and a 
buff, silty sediment core (012). Above the in-situ lower core of the wall in the SW-
facing section of the pipe trench, a void has been formed where the mechanical 
excavator removed some stonework. Cleaning this back showed a continuation of the 
stonework, along with lime mortar bonding (014). However, the lime mortar does not 
extend down into the lower part of the wall and it is possible that the upper, lime-
mortar-bonded upper wall has been constructed over an earlier wall structure – the core 
of which is defined by the buff-coloured silty matrix (012). The width over faces of the 
lime-mortar-bonded wall is approximately 1.2-1.3 metres. At the limit of excavations 
below the wall, stone sabs (023) appear to have formed a foundation course.  

 
3.5.3.10 Located to the northwest of the wall, some stone blocks and a well-defined lens of lime 

mortar (014/024) appears to show some collapse and gradual degrading of the structure, 
while to the southeast lime mortar lenses (024) within a mid-to light-brown silty 
sediment matrix (022) and some large stone blocks are most likely associated with 
collapse or slighting of this side of the wall. Below these post-abandonment deposits on 
the southeast side of the wall there is a light to mid-brown silty sediment with small 
rounded stone clasts and occasional charcoal flecks, which may have formed a ground 
surface contemporary with the construction of the wall.  

 
3.5.3.11 At this stage in the excavation, some important points started to fit into place regarding 

the archaeological features and deposits that had been revealed. It was obvious that 
these two large fragments of wall complete with their lime-mortar bonding and aligned 
north-south and east-west, comprised the west gable and south walls of a church – most 
likely, the remains of the Carmelite Friary. This also helped to explain the presence of 
the human remains/burials, extending outside the southwest boundaries of the current 
cemetery wall. These did not form an extension of the cemetery, at least within the 
upper stratigraphic layering, but comprised burials or re-interred human remains within 
the confines of the church/friary. No human remains were found outside the walls to the 
northwest or southeast in the pipeline trench, but the deposits investigated to the 
northwest may be derived from flooding of the Gynack Burn and the subsequent build-
up of materials against the base of the wall. The same deposits were not encountered 
outside the south wall of the church. 

 
3.5.3.12 The walls of the church now defined, excavations continued inside the structure to 

investigate the presence and extent of the human remains. This started with the complex 
deposit comprising mainly of crania/crania fragments and long bones located to the 
northwest of vertical slab and division wall (013), within clay and stone matrix (015). 
This clay-like deposit had slight over-run the division slab (013), but abutted the inside 
face (004b) of the church to the northwest. Excavation of the fragile bones within the 
stiff clay and stone matrix was challenging, which was not helped by a penetrating 
frost. The best course of action was to remove the clay and associated human bone in 
spits, recording each exposed layer after cleaning, before removal of the next layer. 
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Few bones could be removed intact and stones were found penetrating crania and 
crushing long bones. As mentioned previously, the deposit (015) contained a significant 
number of crania/crania fragments and bundles of long bones, but with few lower 
mandibles, teeth, vertebrae, ribs, or bones from the extremities. This deposit appeared 
to represent an ossuary or charnel-house-type assemblage, located in a possible small 
stone enclosure (013) built against the central area of the inner west gable of the church. 

 

 
Plate 9: Looking SE over Trench 3 showing inside face of west gable of church (004b), upright 

stone slab (013) and human remains in clay deposit (015) 
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3.5.3.13 Clay deposit (015) extended to a depth of approximately 0.32 metres, below which was 
a similar deposit (016) to that recorded and excavated to the southeast of division wall 
(013). This still contained human remains, but not in the concentrations seen in clay 
deposit (015). Therefore, with division wall (013) removed, context (016) was removed, 
revealing more human bone deposits. A particular cluster of crania fragments, mixed 
with some long bones, was recovered from where the division wall abutted the inside 
west face of the church wall. With depth, context (016) changed in colour and 
consistency to a dark brown to light black matrix with more charcoal and mortar 
flecks/patches. However, the context (017) contained a similar pattern of human 
remains within defined groups (as seen in context 016), in contrast to the 
ossuary/charnel-type deposits in context (015). Because the trench depth had already 
reached that necessary to contain the water main pipe (at least 0.8 metres), it was 
decided to leave most of the lower archaeological deposits in-situ. However, in order to 
gain a better understanding of these earlier deposits, which most likely relate to the 
foundation of the church or even an earlier cemetery, small sondages were excavated to 
a lower depth adjacent to inner wall faces (004b) and (007). 

 
3.5.3.14 The removal of context (017) in the sondage adjacent to the inside face of the west wall 

(004b) revealed a dark brown to light black sediment, similar to context (017) but 
containing more charcoal and mortar flecks/patches, and some iron concretions (nails 
and possible iron slag). The context was followed down as far as the base of the inner 
wall (004b) of the church, where a complete human cranial vault had been set upright 
against the lowest wall course. This may have comprised a foundation deposit at the 
time of the construction of the church, or was a burial relating to an earlier cemetery 
that was disturbed during the churches construction. The sondage excavated adjacent to 
the inner face of the south wall of the church (007) removed context (017), which also 
contained disarticulated human remains (cranial fragments and long bones, plus one 
lower mandible). The excavation was terminated at a change of context to a layer of 
river cobbles of medium size/grading (018) with a dark brown silty matrix and 
containing human remains. This deposit appears to underlie the foundations of the inner 
south wall face (007) of the church and may relate to the earlier funerary use of the site 
(pre-Carmelite Friary, and possibly Columban period church). During the excavations 
in the sondage, it was noted that the wall of the church was not visible in the southwest 
section of the trench. The reason for this was soon revealed, with a termination of the 
wall indicated by an alignment of three basal stones. This void was filled with context 
(017/018) and contained disarticulated human bones. The void most likely indicates the 
location of a doorway in the southwest corner of the south church wall, or an entrance 
within an earlier wall relating to the Columban church. 

 
3.5.3.15 Bone samples were recovered for analysis and radiocarbon dating from these early 

horizons identified at the site and excavations were then terminated. Geotextile material 
was placed in Trench 3 to demarcate the limit of excavations and to protect the human 
bone left in-situ from the pipe-laying and backfilling of the trench. 
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Plate 10: Looking NE over Trench 3 showing inside face of south wall of church (007) and human 

bone deposits in sondage against wall face (in context 017) 
 

 
4 DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 The area focused on Mill Road has undergone a number of transformations in the past, 

some of which would have had a marked impact on earlier sites in the area – including 
St Columba’s Chapel and associated enclosure/infrastructure, and the remains of the 
Carmelite Friary. In particular, the construction of the Wauk Mill, Carding Mill and 
their associated lade system to carry water were focused at the end of Mill Road, while 
the lade depicted on the 1st Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map sheet runs down the 
southwest side of the road. The excavation of the spur trench leading from the 
northwest terminus of Trench 3 and leading southwest into the parking area at the house 
of Kirklea, potentially uncovered a robbed out section of the lade. The trench included a 
chaotic fill of damp and silty sediments containing large river cobbles and stones, 
degraded wood and some stone with adhering lime mortar; stones which may have 
derived from demolished elements of the early church or Carmelite Friary, or from the 
lade itself. It is worth reiterating here the quote from Macpherson’s publication of 1893, 
which states that “Only a very small portion of St Columba's Churchyard was enclosed, 
and, in the recollection of many still living, the site of old “Jess Warren's” house (Mill 
Cottage) and garden formed part of what had in olden times been consecrated ground. 
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The road to the present meal‐mill was sacrilegiously made right through this ground, 
and the bed of the old mill‐lade dug out among the graves”.  

 
4.2 It would therefore appear that the old cemetery may have extended to the north and 

northwest of the present walled enclosure, although burials disturbed during the 
construction of the road to the mill site may have included some of those located within 
the confines of the church, as recorded in Trench 3 during the watching brief. The 
Grade 1 road base below the current tarmac road lies directly (in some areas of the 
trench) on top of the upper archaeological deposits within the walls of the church, 
where isolated bones were observed. It is also obvious that the walls of the church must 
have been reduced to their foundation courses, as observed in Trench 3, in order to 
make-up the road to the old mill and the more recent tarmac road. Other potential 
impacts on the earlier archaeological features at the site would have been the 
construction of the later houses including Mill Cottage, Kirklea, Millburn and Smiddy 
Cottage, although the three structures on the southwest side of Mill Road have been 
built on made-up ground; although the Smiddy itself, of possible post-medieval age, 
may have impacted on earlier features. Otherwise, natural impacts including flooding of 
the Gynack Burn, must have taken their toll on the archaeology in the lower section of 
the glen.  

 
4.3 However, notwithstanding these developments and potential impacts, some significant 

archaeological features and deposits have survived on Mill Road, including below the 
present tarmac-surfaced road. The watching brief informing this report recorded 
sections of the west gable and south wall of a church (most likely the Carmelite Friary), 
which must extend under the turning circle at the end of Mill Road and into the present 
enclosure marking St Columba’s cemetery. The Macpherson publication of 1893 
provides several references to the church remains, some of which appear to have been 
visible during the earlier part of the 19th century: 

 “The church consisted of a nave, rectangular, without a chancel. The east and south 
walls were almost perfect. The west gable was away. The stones of the north wall were 
partially removed, and used for repairing the north dyke of the churchyard. There were 
traces of windows in the south wall, but whether these windows were round, pointed, or 
square, could not be inferred from the state of the walls”.  

 During the latter half of the 19th century, a part of the north wall of the churchyard was 
repaired and the remains of the north wall of the church appear to have been 
incorporated within the cemetery wall and almost entirely obliterated. Robbing of stone 
from the old church may have taken place to provide material for the initial 
construction and rebuilding of the cemetery enclosure wall. A part of the east gable of 
the church was also revealed during the improvements made to the graveyard at this 
time, which indicates that the east gable had been reduced to their foundations.  

 
4.4 With regards to the human remains recovered from the excavations in Trench 3, it 

would appear that most of the bones identified and recovered relate to disarticulated 
individuals. No cuts were identified in either section of the water main trench, while no 
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remains of coffins or their associated furniture were found. It is possible that human 
bone recorded in the lower deposits in the trench, at the foundation horizon of the 
church walls, may relate to inhumations from an earlier cemetery that were disturbed 
during the construction of the Carmelite Friary. However, these remains may also relate 
to re-interred individuals that were disturbed during the cutting of later graves, or 
potential foundation deposits associated with the construction of the church. The almost 
complete cranial vault, placed upright next to the inner wall foundation may have 
comprised such a deposit. The charnel/ossuary-type deposit of human bone recovered 
from the stone setting against the west gable wall of the church also probably contains 
human remains disturbed by later activity on site – whether through the digging of new 
graves, construction of the church and associated infrastructure, or possibly later 
developments including the construction of the mill and mill lade. 

 
4.5 However, it is unusual for normal burials or the disarticulated remains of individuals to 

be interred within the church during its use, unless these were the remains of important 
individuals, or they were placed in the church during the post-abandonment phase. The 
transfer of deceased individuals, whether articulated or disarticulated, from an exterior 
grave to the interior of religious buildings, was generally seen as a highly respectful act 
(Crangle 2015, 112). Instances where disinterred human remains can be found within 
religious buildings include ossuaries or charnelling. Medieval charnelling, which is the 
collection, storage and curation of disinterred bones from graveyards, was first referred 
to in Germany in the 1160’s and by the 13th century was practised in many European 
Christian countries. Charnel chapels were known by a variety of names, including 
ossuaries, charnel houses, or carnarium (ibid, 159). They can comprise free-standing, 
two-storeyed buildings, were sometimes built below churches, and were located within 
lay cemeteries of ecclesiastical complexes. All structures had a semi-subterranean room 
for the purpose of storing disarticulated disinterred skeletal material (ibid, 151-2). 

 
4.6 Carmelite Friaries have been excavated elsewhere in Scotland; for example, at 

Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth (Stones 1989). It is uncertain when the Carmelites 
came to Scotland but the assertion that William of Sandwich brought them in 1244 is 
certainly without foundation. Their first appearance in Scotland may have been at 
Tullilum near Perth in 1262 (111 1), it being reputed that Richard, bishop of Dunkeld, 
provided the friars, who had arrived in Scotland two years previously, with their first 
chapel at that spot. No documentary proof is, however, forthcoming until the early 14th 
century and it may be that the house at Berwick-upon-Tweed reputedly founded by Sir 
John Gray in 1270 was the first foundation in Scotland. Aberdeen, too, vies for this 
honour as in 1273 Reginald le Chen made a grant to the Carmelites there 'till their 
buildings be ready' Others followed at Irvine (1293), founded by one of the Fullertons 
of Fullerton with whose ancestors the patronage remained in 1412 and at Luffness 
(1293). At Banff (1321-4), the Lady Chapel near the burgh was bestowed on the 
Carmelites on 21 April 1321 by Robert I, who confirmed the grant to them on 1 August 
1323, along with land for the erection of a church and monastery. Other houses were 
erected at Linlithgow by Sir James Douglas of Dalkeith (1401), and at Queensferry in 
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1440/1 when a charter of James Dundas of Dundas granted a piece of ground there 'for 
the church of St Mary the Virgin and for the construction of certain buildings there in 
the form of a monastery'. Inverbervie was founded before 1443, followed by Kingussie 
erected by George, earl of Huntly before 1501. Their final foundation at Edinburgh 
stemmed from the generosity of the town council who granted a site at the Greenside to 
the friars of Queensferry on 5 December 1520, although possession of the site was not 
obtained for another five years (ibid, 21).   

 
4.7 The Carmelites were also known as the 'White Friars' and their priories were dedicated 

to the Blessed Virgin Mary. It is traditionally believed that their establishments were 
small, while from documentary evidence of the 16th century it would appear that their 
communities numbered only a few friars. Archaeological evidence from the three sites 
excavated at Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth indicates, however, that these three 
principal friaries, at least, were on a larger scale than has hitherto been believed. While 
these friaries may be exceptional within the Scottish province, the evidence does 
strongly suggest that originally the number of friars was greater and the order better 
endowed than previously suspected. The early history of the order and its activities in 
Scotland are obscure, but it can be assumed that the principal responsibility of the 
Carmelites was to preach and they seem also to have been actively involved in teaching 
(ibid, 21-2). 

 
4.8 Of the twelve medieval friaries of the Carmelite order in Scotland only the choir and 

crossing of the church at South Queensferry now remain upstanding, although part of 
the nave stood until the mid-19th century. Also surviving above ground are a few 
foundations of the church at Luffness. Although some investigations were undertaken at 
South Queensferry in the 1970's, they were unproductive, and it can be said that the 
three excavations at Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth were exploring unknown territory, 
as virtually nothing was known of the establishments of the Carmelites in Scotland. It is 
clear that the one common factor which defines Scottish Carmelite friaries is the simple 
church building, aligned E-W, tending to be long and narrow and aisleless. Only at 
South Queensferry is there a transept, which on a much smaller scale recalls the 
preaching transepts added to some Irish friaries in the 14th and 15th centuries, for 
example at the Dominican house at Kilkenny. The long narrow church seems to follow 
the pattern established in England by the Carmelite order at Hulne in Northumberland 
(Hope 1890). This friary is thought to have been founded shortly after the introduction 
of the order to England around 1240. The Scottish churches seem to fit much more 
closely into the pattern of Hulne than they do into that of some of the other Carmelite 
houses; generally, Scottish parish church architecture tended to be on a simpler scale 
than comparative English examples—very many rural churches in Scotland were built 
from the 13th to the 17th century in the form of a plain aisleless rectangle (ibid, 24). 

 
4.9 Examination of friaries and other religious houses has in the past tended to concentrate 

on the religious function of the houses, their churches and the immediate friary or 
monastic buildings. It is clear from the documentary evidence that all these friaries had 
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close links with their local communities. Indeed at Linlithgow the prior was a burgess 
of the burgh of Linlithgow in the years leading up to the Reformation and all the friaries 
were administrators of considerable estates. We must not forget the various ancillary 
buildings associated with such activities, some of which may have been in the 
immediate vicinity of the friary buildings (as for example at Hulne). In 1571 James VI 
transferred a number of lands of the Aberdeen friars to Captain Andrew Chisholme. 
These included "the dwelling place formerly pertaining to the Whitefriars, lying within 
the said burgh, with gardens, barns, malt-house, kiln, cobill and other buildings lying 
together in the friars' Green". At Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth there is evidence of 
burials within churches, within the cloister (at Linlithgow) and in an external cemetery 
to the N and E of the church at Linlithgow. Other areas of the friary precinct, neither 
occupied by buildings nor cemetery, would have been utilised as open land, possibly 
cultivated, or as gardens or orchards (ibid, 26-7). 

 
4.10 During the excavations in Aberdeen, two walls of the Carmelite friary were recovered. 

The lower courses of the wall foundations were bonded with pink clay, while the upper 
courses with a whitish lime mortar. The wall foundations were substantial, measuring 
1.30 metres wide and stepped out to a width of c. 2.0 metres in the basal course, which 
comprised large granite boulders with a few pieces of sandstone. This stepping occurred 
both internally and externally, although it was at its widest on the outside of the N-S 
portion of surviving wall (Stones 1989, 38-9). These structural characteristics are very 
similar to the walls recorded during the watching brief in Kingussie. Some of these 
characteristics including the E-W orientation, the substantial construction and the 
presence of burials within tend to lead towards the identification as a church. 

 
4.11 The earliest burials recovered from the Carmelite Friary in Aberdeen date from the late 

14th century, but the area also seems to have been used for burials after the 
Reformation, despite the fact that the friary itself would no longer have been in 
existence. The most striking feature was the number of burials recorded, with a total of 
122. However, this does not reflect the actual number of individuals, as a large number 
of disarticulated bones was also present; possibly indicating the considerable degree of 
overcrowding and disturbance of earlier burials by later ones. The minimum number of 
individuals present was 93, but it is likely that the true number is nearer 200. The 
results of the radiocarbon sampling undertaken at Aberdeen tend to suggest a date range 
of later 14th to mid-17th century for the burials within the church. There is no 
independent evidence to suggest how late burial may have continued at the friary, as 
there are no documentary references to post-Reformation burial at the site. However, it 
is possible that as a place with sacred associations it continued to be used as an official 
burial place after the Reformation, perhaps for certain sections of the community, or in 
cases where large numbers of deaths occurred over a very short period – for example, 
during the break-out of the plague or during periods of famine (ibid, 41-4). 

 
4.12 Excavations carried out at the Carmelite Friary in Linlithgow also recovered substantial 

walls relating to an earlier chapel and the friary, the former measuring up to 1.4 metres 
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wide and comprising massive doleritic boulders which had been packed into trenches 
cut into the natural clay. The foundations were sufficiently strong to have supported a 
vaulted superstructure but nowhere did walling survive above basal courses. Short 
lengths, notably to the west of a 6.50 m long robbing cut of the S wall, showed that the 
inner and outer faces had been constructed using roughly squared yellow sandstone 
blocks of local origin. Wall cores were composed of small pieces of angular stones, 
mostly sandstones, bound together with large quantities of grey mortar. The presence of 
a considerable number of burials and the recovery of finds such as decorated window 
glass from overlying deposits were the two main indications that the building had been 
constructed as a chapel or church. The few pottery sherds recovered indicate that the 
chapel was built sometime during the 13th century, and to judge by pottery finds from 
subsequent phases, this is likely to have occurred in the middle part of the century. 
(ibid, 66).  

 
4.13 During the 15th/16th centuries, the original chapel at Linlithgow was retained as the nave 

and an extension, measuring c 15.70m x 8m, was added to its east end to form the 
chancel of the now c 36.50m long friary church. The chancel foundation walling, which 
had been constructed within trenches, was between 1.10 and 1.30m wide. It had been 
built to a height of c 0.45m with large doleritic boulders bonded with mortar. Only short 
lengths of basal walling survived. These were faced with roughly squared yellow 
sandstone blocks and had stone rubble and mortar cores. It is likely that there were 
entrances at both the N and S ends of the passage although only slight evidence of the S 
one survived. Small stones had been packed with clay in this area to provide support at 
an entrance and external projecting stones bonded to the wall may have been associated 
with a door sill. The final size of the friary church at Linlithgow, c 36.50x up to 8.40m, 
was, to a major extent, predetermined by the dimensions of the pre-friary chapel (ibid, 
71-6). 

 
4.14 The excavations carried out by Derek Hall at Whitefriars Street, Perth recovered the E 

end of a stone building containing eleven burials and bedding layers for floor surfaces. 
The walls were bonded with yellow clay and each had a rubble core contained by facing 
stones. The walls were c 1m wide, stood to a maximum surviving height of 0.20m, and 
were cut into natural yellow estuarine clay. The nature and function of building which 
the walls represented is uncertain because such a small part of it was recovered. The 
buildings forming the church and friary complex at Whitefriars were constructed from 
the local green sandstone and were bonded with a lime mortar (ibid, 99-110). Hall has 
continued his excavations at Whitefriars and the excavations of 2014-17 produced 
tantalising evidence for a potential earlier church or chapel on the site. The excavations 
also produced new evidence for unusual burial practices in the two phases of the 
Carmelite church. The large, open area excavations have also allowed the investigation 
of other elements of the Carmelite Friary complex including the complete excavation of 
the West range and the western end of the South range, which have provided useful 
evidence for their use and occupation (Hall 2018). 
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Plates 11 and 12: Two images showing the slightly curving west gable wall of the church (004a) 

and underlying foundation river cobbles (005) 
 
4.15 At all three of the Carmelite Friary sites mentioned above, the date range of the burials 

is a complicated issue. At Aberdeen, the friary was a late 13th-century foundation. 
Perth was also established in the 13th century, while the Linlithgow friary seems to 
have originated early in the 15th century. All three came effectively to an end at the 
Reformation in 1559. However, at all the sites burials took place not only during the 
friary period, but after, and in the case of Linlithgow, before the establishment of the 
friary. At Linlithgow some burials date from the 13th century and were associated with 
the chapel which was later to become part of the friary church, while at all three sites 
burial seems to have continued after the Reformation. At Aberdeen and Linlithgow, 
burials continued to be made at least into the 17th century, while at Perth some burials 
may have been made beyond even this date. At Aberdeen, some post-Reformation 
interments may be those of victims of plague or famine, while at Linlithgow some may 
be associated with use of friary buildings in the years after 1559, while others may have 
resulted from continued veneration of the site even after the friary had been 
demolished. 

 
4.16 In the post-Reformation period, it was a section of the local population rather than the 

friars (except perhaps at Linlithgow where some of them may have lingered after 1559 
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to die and be buried on site) which was being interred in the friary buildings and 
precincts. But during the friary period at all the sites females as well as males were 
being interred, and at Linlithgow and Aberdeen, children also. At Aberdeen there were 
considerable problems in distinguishing between burials made before and after the 
Reformation, but it is likely that some of the twenty-two females and children identified 
among the skeletal remains belong to the friary period. At Perth, within the building 
thought to be the church, eleven burials were recovered, of which about half were of 
females, while external graves of the friary period also included at least one female. At 
Linlithgow, female and child burials occurred in the chancel and the claustral area as 
well as in the graveyard. From documentary sources there is some evidence that both 
male and female benefactors of religious houses were buried in a prominent position, in 
front of an altar which they had particularly supported. Another group whose remains 
we might hope to identify are the Carmelites themselves. From evidence elsewhere, we 
might expect some of them, for example the priors, to have been interred in the chapter 
house, or the claustral area, and the remainder in a specially designated part of the friary 
cemetery (ibid, 112-3).  

 
4.17 After a review of the burials recovered from all three Carmelite Friary sites discussed 

above, both complete inhumations and disarticulated human bones (most likely 
disturbed during the insertion of later burials) comprised the main groups. These were 
found inside and outside the buildings excavated on site. The bone deposits recovered 
from the Kingussie site however, generally display disarticulated bone groups, most 
likely deriving from disturbed burials that were re-interred within the church/friary. The 
almost complete absence of vertebrae, ribs and bones from the extremities of the 
skeleton, along with limited evidence for upper and lower mandibles and teeth, is 
perplexing. The poor condition of much of the bone material, along with the incomplete 
nature of the assemblage, makes dating difficult. Therefore, selective sampling and 
radiocarbon dating of human bone will be instrumental in answering such questions. 

 
4.18 The evidence for a structure in which metalworking (potentially smithing) was taking 

place, in Trench 1 on Mill Road, is also impossible to date without the use of sampling 
for radiocarbon dating. The 1st Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey Map sheet shows a 
smithy at the junction of Ardbroilach Road and Mill Road, while a second smithy is 
shown on the opposite bank of the Gynack Burn. There is also the anecdotal evidence 
of a smithy adjacent to the metalworking area in Trench 1 – the house standing on the 
site today called Smiddy Cottage. However, it is possible that the metalworking activity 
discovered on site may relate to the time of the earlier settlement – either at the time of 
the St Columba church, or the later Carmelite Friary. These ecclesiastical 
establishments often incorporated small-scale craft industries including metalworking, 
along with kilns and other types of infrastructure. The later wall, built above the smithy, 
runs on a slightly different alignment and it is possible that this structure relates to the 
buildings connected with the friary, to the south side of the church.  
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Plate 13: View SE showing inner face of south wall of church (007) and possible doorway filled 

with cobbles and disarticulated human bone 
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

5.1 With the location of the remains of the church and associated human remains, and the 
metalworking activity in the structure in Mill Road identified, future planning 
conditions should reflect the complexity of the archaeology revealed by the watching 
brief, and its potential importance. However, no further recommendations are required 
in respect of additional fieldwork to that undertaken for the watching brief informing 
this report. 

 
5.2 However, due to the importance of the discoveries along Mill Road and the impacts on 

the archaeological remains from the trench cutting for the water main pipe, a 
programme of post-excavation analysis is recommended. The outlines for this 
programme of work are set out in Section 6 below, but a detailed proposal for this work 
including costs (Post Excavation Research Design - PERD) will be passed on to the 
client, Scottish Water in due course. 

 
 
6 PROGRAMME OF POST EXCAVATION ANALYSES  
 
  This section outlines the requirements for a programme of post-excavation analysis in 

respect of the watching brief carried out at Mill Road, Kingussie, as outlined in this 
Data Structure Report. During the course of the watching brief, a number of important 
archaeological features and deposits were identified. A small number of artefacts were 
recovered from the archaeological deposits, while sediment samples were taken of 
deposits where this was thought to be necessary. In Trench 3, significant samples of 
human bone were recovered, some through disturbance by the mechanical excavator 
bucket, but the majority through the excavation of archaeological deposits where the 
pipe trench was taken to its minimum depth using hand tools. Additional samples were 
taken from key contexts associated with the church/friary walls, in order to obtain 
information regarding their date and the overall archaeological sequence. 

 
  The specialists' analyses and assessments of the small finds and samples recovered 

from the Mill Road site will add to the body of information from the excavation work 
completed in November/December 2018. The combined data will also enhance the 
archaeological record for Kingussie and Badenoch, especially regarding the potential St 
Columba foundation and the subsequent construction and demise of the Carmelite 
Friary. In particular, the interpretation of structural features such as the church/friary 
walls, analysis of the human remains, and assessment of the metalworking residues 
(including radiocarbon assays to date these features and deposits) will form a dataset of 
regional and national importance. 
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6.1 Analysis of Human Remains 
 
6.1.1 The human remains recovered from the inside of the church/friary form an important 

assemblage, both in the context of their discovery and with regards to their potential 
age and gender. Human remains from burial grounds and church complexes provide an 
opportunity to study the health status, stature and pathology of a sample of the 
population of Scotland, in this case, potentially relating to the 13th-17th centuries, and 
also explore the rituals and customs according to which they were interred. 

 
6.1.2 Unfortunately, due to the taphonomic conditions at the site, and due to the fact that the 

remains relate to individuals that had potentially been disturbed and re-interred 
(possibly disturbed at important moments in the history of the site such as the 
construction of the Carmelite Friary, or when burials were disturbed during the 
construction of the mill, mill lade and road in the 18th/19th centuries), the material is 
degraded and fragmentary. These remains will therefore require detailed analysis by a 
specialist, cataloguing and reporting. Samples will also be selected from the 
assemblage for radiocarbon dating.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plate 14: View NE showing inner face of west wall of church (004b) and human remains abutting 

wall face in contexts (015) and (016) 
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Plate 15: View SW showing inner face of west wall of church (004b) in foreground, human 

remains in context (015) contained by upright slab (013), and south wall of church at top 
of image 
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6.2 Bulk Sample Processing 
 
6.2.1 Sediment samples were recovered from a number of the excavated features/contexts 

during the watching brief. These will be reviewed and selected for the potential 
information that they can reveal about the function of the archaeological features, 
economic data and local palaeoenvironmental data. The analysis of these samples 
would include flotation and sorting, recovery of any artefacts and metalworking 
residues, palaeobotanical identification and reporting on these elements. 

 
6.3 Analysis of Metalworking Residues 
 
6.3.1 The excavations in Trench 1 during the watching brief recovered metalworking 

residues including slag, runned slag, hearth bases and hammerscale of unknown date, 
but which may be contemporary with the earlier St Columba church and settlement, or 
with the Carmelite Friary. The material should be visually examined and catalogued 
using common terminology based upon characteristics such as size, morphology and 
density, in order to interpret the type of metalworking that was taking place on site – 
for example, smelting, smithing, or a combination of both. A full report on the 
assemblage will then be completed. 

 
6.4 Analysis of Small Finds/Artefacts 
 
6.4.1 The number of small finds/artefacts recovered during the watching brief is small, but it 

is necessary for these to be analysed by specialists, including the production of a 
catalogue and reporting on the finds. 

 
6.5 Radiocarbon Dating 
 
6.5.1 Samples of charcoal, other potential burnt plant remains (such as burnt grain) and 

human bone, will be selected from specific features and related contexts for submission 
for radiocarbon dating. Due to the lack of artefacts such as ceramics, which could be 
used for dating specific contexts and features, radiocarbon dating will be crucial for 
assigning dates to the metalworking activity in Trench 1, the construction of the 
church/friary in Trench 3, and for dating the human remains in Trench 3; most of which 
would appear to be disarticulated and re-interred remains. 

 
6.5.2 Samples selected from specific features and contexts on site will be submitted to the 

Scottish Universities Research Facility at East Kilbride (SUERC) for radiocarbon 
dating. Combined with the detailed recording of site features and their related contexts, 
this will allow a detailed chronology to be formulated for the suite of features 
excavated at the Mill Road site. 
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6.6 Post Excavation Implementation and Final Reporting 
 
6.6.1 West Coast Archaeological Services will compile and analyse all data from the 

watching brief, excavation and specialists' reports. A digital report will be produced 
containing the conclusions of the fieldwork and initial analysis of materials from the 
site (Data Structure Report). This report, with photographs and site plans, will be 
disseminated to the contractor/developer, Highland Council’s Historic Environment 
Team and Historic Environment Scotland. A digital report will also be submitted to 
OASIS and a submission of the work submitted to Discovery & Excavation in Scotland. 
These are standard requirements of the archaeological brief. 

 
6.6.2 Finally, the findings from the Mill Road, Kingussie site must be published. This final 

publication is intended for the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland or 
Scottish Archaeology Internet Reports (SAIR). This would comprise an academic 
report, complete with digital images, site plans and sections. 

 
6.6.3 West Coast Archaeological Services will liaise with Scottish Treasure Trove about the 

materials recovered from the site and will be accountable for the eventual deposition of 
the artefacts with Treasure Trove. After completion of the analysis on the human 
remains recovered from the site, the Minister of Kingussie will be contacted to arrange 
a short service and re-interment of the remains at St Columba’s cemetery in Kingussie.   

 
6.7 Timetable for Post-Excavation Analysis and Final Reporting 
 
6.7.1 A timetable for the post-excavation analysis and reporting phase of the project work is 

set out below. Depending on specialist’s workloads and other uncontrollable factors, it 
is possible that these deadlines will have to be amended. 

 
6.7.2 The following order of completion of project elements is recommended: 
 
  Within 3 months (end of March 2019) 
 

• Processing of bulk samples 
• Environmental and palaeoenvironmental analysis, including reporting 
• Selection of charcoal samples for radiocarbon dating of metalworking activity in Trench 

1 
• Analysis of metalworking residues from Trench 1 and potential fragments from Trench 

3, including reporting 
• Cleaning, consolidation and analysis of small finds/artefacts, including reporting 
• Analysis of lime mortar from church/friary wall foundations, including reporting 
• Analysis of human remains including photography where necessary 
• Selection of human bone from key contexts in Trench 3 for radiocarbon dating 
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  Within 4 months (end of April 2019) 

• Full reporting of human bone assemblage 
• Preparation and submission of samples for radiocarbon dating 
• Preparation of illustrations where necessary 

 
Within 9 months (end of September 2019) 
 

• Completion of final report on project, to be published in academic journal (Proceedings 
of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, SAIR) 

• Submission of site archive to Historic Environment Scotland 
• Re-interment of human remains in St Columba’s cemetery, Mill Road, Kingussie  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Plate 16: View NE showing outside face of west wall of church (004a) and underlying river cobble 

foundation stones (005) 
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Figure 8: Plan view of part of Trench 1 showing upper wall (001/002) and lower walls of metalworking structure (011) and (003). Note the slightly 
differing alignment between the upper and lower walls 
Corresponding SW-facing section through features and contexts 
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Figure 9: Plan view of NW end of Trench 3 showing west gable wall of church (004/003/005), upright slab (013) and human remains within context (015) 
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Figure 10: SW-facing section through Trench 3 showing west gable wall (004/003/005) and south wall of church (007/011/006) and human bone groups  
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Figure 1: Site plan showing pipeline trench and approximate orientation and plan of west end of church/friary 
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APPENDIX 1: Contexts Register (colour-coded by trench) 
 
Context 

No. 
Trench 
Section Type Description Interpretation 

001 1 Structure 

Two upright set stones comprising large 
clasts with rounded edges, dividing contexts 
(013) and (006) represent remains of 
degraded and partially robbed out drystone 
wall. Built on deposits comprising context 
(013) 

NW outer face of wall 
may relate to later 
smithy structure 

002 1 Structure 

Remains of SE outer face of drystone wall 
comprising large to medium sized clasts with 
rounded and angular edges, along with wall 
face (001) and sediment core (006) forms a 
wall 1.2m wide. Survives up to two courses 
high. Built on deposits comprising context 
(013) 

SE outer face of wall 
may relate to later 
smithy structure 

003 1 Structure 

Lying at a lower level than wall (002) is a 
well-constructed drystone wall comprising 
large to medium-sized stone clasts with 
rounded edges (river cobbles), surviving up 
to two courses high and 0.6m wide. Built on 
natural (014) 

SE wall of lower 
smithy structure may 
be a stone base for a 
turf wall 

004 1 Deposit 

Large to medium-sized stone clasts with 
angular and rounded edges comprises 
collapsed elements of outside SE side of wall 
(002). 

Tumble from wall 
(002) 

005 1 Deposit 

A mixed deposit comprising light brown 
sediment with some charcoal flecks and 
small angular and rounded stone clasts and 
intermittent sand lenses 

Abandonment/levelling 
material over structures 

006 1 Deposit 

Core of wall (001/002) comprises a mid-
brown silty sediment with small angular and 
rounded stone clasts and containing some 
charcoal flecks 

Core of wall (001/002) 

007 1 Deposit 

Floor deposits within lower smithy structure 
comprises a dark brown to black gritty 
sediment containing numerous charcoal 
flecks, iron slag, runned slag and hearth base 
fragments 

Floor deposits in lower 
smithy structure 

008 1 Deposit 

A lens of gritty buff sediment with small 
angular to rounded stone clasts runs through 
the Trench 1 section. This lenses of 
asphalt/tarmac above deposit forming lower 
road surface 

Lower road base 

009 1 Deposit 

Road base lies below tarmac road surface 
and comprises rounded stone clasts within a 
buff to grey gritty matrix and lenses of sand. 
Deposit up to 0.18m deep 

Modern road base 

010 1 Deposit Modern tarmac road surface between 0.06m 
and 0.10m deep Modern road surface 

011 1 Structure 

Lying at a lower level than wall (001) is a 
drystone wall comprising medium-sized 
stone clasts with rounded edges (river 
cobbles), surviving up to two courses high 
and 0.7m wide. Built on natural (014) 
 
 

NW wall of lower 
smithy structure may 
be a stone base for a 
turf wall 
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Context 
No. 

Trench 
Section Type Description Interpretation 

012 1 Deposit 
Mid-brown silty sediment containing small 
stone clasts, charcoal flecks and some iron 
slag 

Deposits outside lower 
smithy structure 

013 1 Deposit 
Mid-brown silty sediment containing some 
small angular to rounded stone fragments, 
charcoal flecks and iron slag  

Deposits relating to 
upper walls/structure 
(001/002) 

014 1 Deposit 

Natural subsoil is light brown to buff silty 
sediment containing some small rounded 
stone clasts, charcoal flecks and occasional 
pieces of slag 

Natural subsoil 

     

001 2 Deposit 

Random group of rounded to angular 
medium-sized stone clasts lying in base of 
trench within context (003), up to 1.0m wide. 
Feature not excavated 

Possible degraded wall 

002 2 Deposit 

Random group of rounded to angular 
medium-sized stone clasts lying in base of 
trench within context (003), up to 1.0m wide. 
Located 1.2m to the NW of context (001). 
Feature not excavated 

Possible degraded wall 

003 2 Deposit 
Buried soil horizon comprises a mid-brown 
silty sediment with small rounded and 
angular stone clasts and charcoal flecks 

Buried soil 

004 2 Deposit 

Alternating lenses of sand, gravel and light 
brown sandy sediments are imported 
material from local quarry, used to landscape 
and form terrace on which modern houses 
have been built. No finds recovered  

Imported materials 
used for landscaping 

005 2 Deposit 

A lens of gritty buff sediment with small 
angular to rounded stone clasts runs through 
the Trench 1 section. This lenses of 
asphalt/tarmac above deposit forming lower 
road surface 

Lower road base 

006 2 Deposit 

Road base lies below tarmac road surface 
and comprises rounded stone clasts within a 
buff to grey gritty matrix and lenses of sand. 
Deposit up to 0.18m deep 

Modern road base 

007 2 Deposit Modern tarmac road surface between 0.06m 
and 0.10m deep Modern road surface 

     

001 3 Deposit Modern tarmac road surface between 0.06m 
and 0.12m deep Modern road surface 

002 3 Deposit Grade 1 road base comprises angular stone 
chips in a light grey gritty silt Modern road base 

003 3 Structure 

Core of west gable church wall comprises 
medium to large stone clasts with rounded 
edges (but some angular edges) with a mid-
brown silty sediment matrix and bonded with 
lime mortar in places (context 014). Survives 
up to four courses high (0.8-1.2m) 
 

Core of west wall of 
church/friary 
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Context 
No. 

Trench 
Section Type Description Interpretation 

004a 3 Structure 

Outer face of west gable wall of church 
comprises medium to large stone clasts using 
river cobles and some dressed stone, 
including pinning stones and some lime 
mortar (104) bonding. Some stones extend 
into wall core, while slabs have been used to 
maintain level courses. The wall appears to 
have a slight curvature and survives up to 
two courses high (0.4m). Overall, the 
components comprising the wall result in a 
structure between 1.1 and 1.2m wide 

Outer face of west wall 
of church/friary 

004b 3 Structure  

Inner face of west gable wall of church 
comprises medium to large stone clasts using 
river cobles and some dressed stone, 
including pinning stones and some lime 
mortar (104) bonding. Some stones extend 
into wall core, while slabs have been used to 
maintain level courses. The wall survives up 
to three courses high (0.7-0.8m). Overall, the 
components comprising the wall result in a 
structure between 1.1 and 1.2m wide 

Inner face of west wall 
of church/friary 

005 3 Structure 

Large river cobbles have been used to 
provide a foundation course for the west 
gable wall of the church. The largest cobbles 
have been used on the outside wall face 
where they project out to form a revetment 
for the wall above. Pinning stones have been 
used in the wider joints between the cobbles 

Foundation course of 
west wall of 
church/friary 

006 3 Structure 

Outer face of south wall of church comprises 
some large angular stone clasts and rounded 
river cobbles, with pinning stones and some 
patches of lime mortar bonding (014). 
Unfortunately, a part of this wall was 
removed by the excavator bucket, so some 
detail has been lost. In the section of the 
trench, the wall appears to survive up to four 
courses high (0.8-1.0m) 

Outer face of south 
wall of church/friary 

007 3 Structure 

Inner face of south wall of church comprises 
some large angular stone clasts, slabs and 
rounded river cobbles, with pinning stones 
and some patches of lime mortar bonding 
(014). Unfortunately, a part of this wall was 
removed by the excavator bucket, so some 
detail has been lost. In the section of the 
trench, the wall appears to survive up to four 
courses high (0.6-0.8m) 

Inner face of south 
wall of church/friary 

008 3 Deposit 

Mid-brown silty sediment with some angular 
and rounded stones, including the odd larger 
clast >0.2m across. Some charcoal flecks in 
deposit and occasional fragment of disturbed 
human bone 

Post abandonment 
build up inside 
church/friary 

009 3 Deposit 

Mid to light brown/orange gritty sediment 
containing mainly small rounded stone 
clasts, but with larger clast possible deriving 
from collapse of outer face of church wall 
(004a). Deposit is quite sterile and may 
derive from flooding of the nearby Gynack 
Burn 

Possible water-derived 
deposits built up 
against outside wall of 
church/friary 
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Context 
No. 

Trench 
Section Type Description Interpretation 

010 3 Deposit 

Light to mid-brown silty sediment with small 
rounded stone clasts and occasional charcoal 
flecks lies outside base of south wall of 
church 

Possible original soil 
horizon outside south 
wall of church/friary 

011 3 Structure 

This appears to be a fragment of the core 
structure of the south wall of the church 
comprising rounded and angular stones, 
including some slabs. However, it is possible 
that these set stones may be the remaining 
fragment from an earlier chapel wall, over 
which the friary wall has been constructed. 
This lower section of the wall structure 
appears to have no mortar bonding, but a 
mid-to light brown silty sediment which may 
be clay-bonding 

Core of south wall of 
church/friary, may also 
comprise earlier 
drystone chapel wall 

012 3 Deposit 

Fine buff-coloured silt within the core of the 
lower wall may relate to an earlier chapel 
wall. There is no mortar (014) bonding in the 
wall 

Part of core of south 
wall of church/friary 
may relate to earlier 
chapel wall 

013 3 Structure 

Upright slab of stone, with adjoining 
stonework entering the baulk of the trench to 
the south, abuts the west gable inner wall 
(004b) of the church. The structure that this 
wall forms a part of may by a square or 
rectangular ossuary or charnel-type deposit 
containing mixed human bones (mainly 
crania and long bones) within clay matrix 
(015). 

Wall forming 
ossuary/charnel-type 
human bone deposit 

014 3 Deposit 

Lime mortar used to bond walls of church 
and which is most visible in basal course of 
west gable wall of church and in the core of 
the upper courses of the south wall of the 
church. In some areas, the mortar contains 
bright orange inclusions 

Lime mortar used to 
bond the walls of the 
church/friary 

015 3 Deposit 

Spread of buff to orange/brown sticky and 
firm clay within setting formed by inner wall 
of church (004b) and upright stone slab/wall 
(013); and containing mixed human bone 
deposit mainly comprising crania and long 
bones. Deposit up to 0.5m deep and over-
runs wall (013) forming a lens at the 
interface of contexts (008) and (106). The 
clay does not extend down to the base wall 
(013), but overlies context (016) 

Clay deposit 
containing human 
remains in possible 
ossuary/charnel-type 
structure 

016 3 Deposit 

Mid-to dark brown silty sediment containing 
angular and rounded stone clasts (mainly 
small), some charcoal flecks and human 
bone groups. Also some mortar patches 
within the context 

Build-up of material 
containing 
burials/human bone 
groups within church 
relating to its use and 
post-abandonment 

017 3 Deposit 

Similar in composition to context (116), but 
comprising a dark brown to light black 
matrix with more charcoal and mortar 
flecks/patches. Contains human remains 
within more defined bone groups as context 
(116), in contrast to the ossuary/charnel-type 
deposits in context (015).   
 

Build-up of material 
containing burials and 
human bone groups 
within church relating 
to its foundation, use 
and post-abandonment 
phase 
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Context 
No. 

Trench 
Section Type Description Interpretation 

018 3 Deposits 

River cobbles of medium size/grading with a 
dark brown silty matrix and containing 
human remains. Deposit appears to underlie 
the foundations of the inner south wall face 
(007) of the church and may relate to the 
earlier funerary use of the site (pre-Carmelite 
Friary, and possibly Columban period church 

Possible earlier ground 
surface and deposits 
pre-dating Carmelite 
church/friary 

019 3 Deposit 
Light brown to buff silty sediment 
containing some small river cobbles and 
charcoal flecks, outside south wall of church. 

Possible earlier ground 
surface contemporary 
with Carmelite 
church/friary, or 
relating to the sites 
earlier use 

020 3 Deposit 

Similar in composition to context (116) and 
same as context (017), comprising a dark 
brown to light black matrix with more 
charcoal and mortar flecks/patches, and 
some iron concretions (nails and possible 
iron slag). Contains human remains within 
more defined bone groups as context (116), 
in contrast to the ossuary/charnel-type 
deposits in context (015). Context followed 
down as far as base of inner wall (004b) of 
church (west gable) where a complete cranial 
vault had been set upright against the lowest 
wall course (possible foundation deposit).  

Build-up of material 
containing burials and 
human bone groups 
within church relating 
to its foundation and 
use 

021 3 Structure 

The west edge of a possible entrance into the 
church was identified in the south wall of the 
church (007/011), represented by an 
alignment of three stones. The wall face 
could not be seen continuing in the SW face 
of the pipe trench. The void was filled with 
context (017), containing more river cobbles 
and human long bones and cranial fragments 

The entrance may 
relate to the Carmelite 
church/friary, or 
possibly to an earlier 
church 

022 3 Deposit 

Mid-to light brown sediment containing 
some large stone clasts from collapse of 
south church wall, mortar fragments, and a 
more general lens of degraded lime mortar 
(024). Deposit also contains some smaller 
rounded stone clasts 

Post-abandonment 
build-up deposits 
outside south wall of 
church/friary 

023 3 Structure 
Large abutting slabs may have formed a wall 
foundation, foundation for a buttress for the 
church, or paving outside the church 

Stone slabs 

024 3 Deposit 

Lime mortar deriving from the west and 
south walls of the church has created a lens 
of material adjacent to the inner (007) and 
outer (006) faces of the south wall of the 
church between contexts (008) and (016) 
inside the church; and between contexts 
(008) and (022) on the outside face of the 
church 

Lime mortar relating to 
degrading of the 
church/friary walls 
after abandonment 
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APPENDIX 2: List of Finds (colour coded by trench) 

Find No. Material Context 
No. 

Feature 
No. Description Approx. Date Initials Date 

Trench 1             

01 Ceramic 005 - Two clay pipe stem fragments from 
landscaping/backfill deposits 

Post 
Medieval S.B 29.11.18 

02 Iron 005 - Two iron objects from 
landscaping/backfill deposits 

Post 
Medieval S.B 29.11.18 

03 Copper 
Alloy 012 - 

Copper alloy sheet fragment from 
deposits outside SE wall of lower 
smiddy structure 

Unknown S.B 29.11.18 

04 Iron and 
Stone 007 - 

Metalworking residues including slab 
and stone fragment from floor 
deposits within lower smiddy (hand 
collected) 

Unknown S.B 29.11.18 

Trench 3             

05 Human 
Bone - - 

Material disturbed by the mechanical 
excavator and recovered by sieving 
the spoil 

Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

06 Human 
Bone 015 - Mixed human remains from 

ossuary/charnel-type deposit Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

07 Human 
Bone 016 - Human bone group BG7 in SW-facing 

trench section Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

08 
Human 
Bone 016 - Human bone group BG5 in SW-facing 

trench section Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

09 
Human 
Bone 016 - Human bone group BG3 in SW-facing 

trench section Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

10 
Human 
Bone 016 - Human bone group BG2 in SW-facing 

trench section Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

11 
Human 
Bone 016 

 
- 
 

Human bone group BG1 in SW-facing 
trench section Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

12 
Human 
Bone 016 - Human bone group BG4 in NE-facing 

trench section Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

13 
Human 
Bone 016 - Human bone group BG14 in NE-facing 

trench section Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

14 
Human 
Bone 016 - Human bone group BG15 in NE-facing 

trench section Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

15 
Human 
Bone 016 - Human bone recovered from context  Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

16 
Human 
Bone 017 - Human bone recovered from lower 

context in church Unknown S.B 05.12.18 

17 
Human 
Bone 018 - 

Human bone recovered from earliest 
context in sondage adjacent to inside 
south wall face (007) 

Unknown S.B 05.12.18 
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Find No. Material Context 
No. 

Feature 
No. Description Approx. Date Initials Date 

18 
Human 
Bone 020 - 

Human crania recovered from 
deepest excavated context in 
sondage adjacent to inside west wall 
face of church (004b) 

Unknown S.B 06.12.18 

 

APPENDIX 3: List of Samples (colour coded by trench) 

Sample 
No. 

Context 
No. 

Trench 
Section/No. 

Volume 
(L) Sample description Initials  Date 

1 013 T1 3.5L 
Deposits relating to upper wall structures of later 
smiddy containing charcoal flecks and some iron 
slag 

S.B 29.11.18 

2 007 T1 4L 
Floor deposits from lower smiddy structure 
including charcoal, iron slag, runned slag and 
hearth base fragments. 1 of 4 

S.B 29.11.18 

3 007 T1 4L 
Floor deposits from lower smiddy structure 
including charcoal, iron slag, runned slag and 
hearth base fragments. 2 of 4 

S.B 29.11.18 

4 007 T1 4L 
Floor deposits from lower smiddy structure 
including charcoal, iron slag, runned slag and 
hearth base fragments. 3 of 4 

S.B 29.11.18 

5 007 T1 4L 
Floor deposits from lower smiddy structure 
including charcoal, iron slag, runned slag and 
hearth base fragments. 4 of 4 

S.B 29.11.18 

6 017 T3 4L 
Build-up of material containing burials and 
human bone groups within church relating to its 
foundation and use 

S.B 05.12.18 

7 020 T3 2L Deposit abutting foundation of inner wall of 
church (004b) containing human cranial fragment S.B 06.12.18 

8 014 T3 - Lime mortar sample from core (003) of west wall 
of church – foundation course S.B 06.12.18 

 

APPENDIX 4: Drawings Register 
Plan 
No. 

Section 
No. Contexts Date Drawn 

By Scale Description 

1 - 
004, 005, 003, 
013, 014, 015, 

016 
03.12.18 S.B 1:10 

Plan of NW end of Trench 3 showing west gable 
wall of church/friary and vertical stone slab (013) 
retaining ossuary/charnel-type human bones 
deposit and clay matrix (015) 

- S2 004, 005, 014, 
015 06.12.18 S.B 1:10 

Detail of inner wall face of church/friary in NE-
facing section of pipe trench and showing limit 
of clay deposit (015) abutting inside wall face 

-  S3 

004, 005, 003, 
007, 011, 006, 
013, 015, 016, 
107, 108, 008 

05.12.18 S.B 1:10 

SW-facing section of Trench 3 pipe cut showing 
west gable wall and south wall of church/friary; 
stone slab containing ossuary/charnel-type 
human bone deposit; deposits within 
church/friary containing human bone groups; 
and deposits outside the church/friary walls 
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APPENDIX 5: Register of Photographs (colour coded by trench) 

 

No. Direction 
Facing 

Trench 
Section Notes Taken 

By Date 

1 SE - General image showing cemetery wall to left, houses to 
right, and line of pipe trench cut SB 27.11.18 

2 SSE - General image as above but from location further to NNW 
along Mill Road SB 27.11.18 

3 NW - General image looking up Mill Road with cemetery on right SB 27.11.18 

4 NW 1 General image looking along line of pipe trench cut in Mill 
Road SB 27.11.18 

5 NNE 1 SSW-facing section in pipe trench cut showing tarmac (010) 
and mixed deposits (008) and (005) - (see location on plan) SB 27.11.18 

6 NNE 1 
SSW-facing section in pipe trench cut showing tarmac 
(010), lower road surface (009), and mixed deposits (008) 
and (005) - (see location on plan) 

SB 27.11.18 

7 NE 1 
SW-facing section in pipe trench cut showing tarmac (010), 
lower road surface (009), and mixed deposits (008) and 
(005) - (see location on plan) 

SB 27.11.18 

8 NNE 1 
SSW-facing section in pipe trench cut showing tarmac 
(010), lower road surface (009), and mixed deposits (008) 
and (005) - (see location on plan) 

SB 27.11.18 

9 NW 1 Mid-ex image showing wall footings of smiddy (002) and 
(001), utilities conduit, and contexts (013) and (006) SB 27.11.18 

10 NNE 1 Wall footings of smiddy (002) and fill (013), utilities conduit, 
and SSW-facing trench section above SB 27.11.18 

11 NNE 1 
Post-ex image showing wall footings of smiddy (001) and 
(002) from above, utilities conduit, and context (006) 
between walls 

SB 27.11.18 

12 SE 1 
Post-ex image showing upper wall footings of smiddy (001) 
and (002), utilities cable, and context (006) between walls; 
and lower wall (003) at top of image 

SB 27.11.18 

13 NW 1 
Post-ex image showing upper wall footings of smiddy (001) 
and (002), utilities cable, and context (006) between walls; 
and lower wall (003) at bottom of image 

SB 27.11.18 

14 NNE 1 Vertical image showing lower wall of smiddy (003) and 
contexts (016 - right of wall) and (007 - left of wall) SB 27.11.18 

15 NNE 1 Vertical image showing lower wall footings of smiddy (011) 
and contexts (016 - left of wall) and (007 - right of wall) SB 27.11.18 

16 NNE 1 Lower wall footings of smiddy (011) and SSW-facing section 
of pipe trench cut above SB 27.11.18 

17 NE - 

 
View over the Gynack Burn towards Mill Road showing 
landscaping of ground for house stances 
 
 

SB 27.11.18 
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No. Direction 
Facing 

Trench 
Section Notes Taken 

By Date 

18 ENE - 
View over the Gynack Burn towards Mill Road showing 
landscaping of ground for house stances and level of 
cemetery beyond 

SB 27.11.18 

19 NE 2 Plan view of random stones forming context (001), buried 
soil horizon (003), with mixed sand lenses (004) above SB 28.11.18 

20 NE 2 
SW-facing section of pipe trench cut showing mixed sand 
lenses (004) above buried soil horizon (003) and stones 
(001) 

SB 28.11.18 

21 ENE 2 
Vertical view of random stones forming context (002), 
within buried soil horizon (003), with mixed sand lenses 
(004) above 

SB 28.11.18 

22 ENE 2 

WSW-facing section of pipe trench cut showing buried soil 
horizon (003) and stones (002), with mixed sand deposits 
(004), lower road (007), road base (006) and tarmac surface 
of road (005) 

SB 28.11.18 

23 NW 3 

Looking up trench after cut through human remains by 
contractors and first clean back, showing upright slab (013), 
footings of south wall (007/011) in foreground, and white 
tags in sections showing human bone groups  

SB 03.12.18 

24 SW 3 
Image showing human bone groups B11, B12 and B14 after 
initial clean back (bone groups later found to lie in context 
(015) and representing Charnel-type deposit 

SB 03.12.18 

25 NE 3 Image showing human bone groups B5 and B7 in SW-facing 
section of trench, and termination of clay deposit (015) SB 03.12.18 

26 NE 3 As image 25 above, but closer view of Bone groups B5 and 
B7 in SW-facing section of trench SB 03.12.18 

27 SW 3 Image showing human bone groups B4 and B6 in NE-facing 
section of trench SB 03.12.18 

28 NE 3 

SW-facing section of trench showing human bone groups 
B1 and B2. The stratigraphic sequence in the image shows 
from top to bottom, Class 1 road base deposit, context 
(008), lime mortar lens (024) and burial context (016) 

SB 03.12.18 

29 NE 3 Same image as above, but focusing on human remains 
showing long bones in group B1 in section SB 03.12.18 

30 SE 3 
Looking along trench showing west gable wall of church 
(004), wall core (003) and human remains in box-type 
setting delineated by slab (013) 

SB 04.12.18 

31 SE 3 As image 30 above, but from slightly higher elevation SB 04.12.18 

32 SE 3 

 
 
West gable wall of church showing inner wall face, wall 
core (003) and outer wall face (004), showing slightly 
curved face 
 
 

SB 04.12.18 
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No. Direction 
Facing 

Trench 
Section Notes Taken 

By Date 

33 NW 3 

In foreground, white tags showing location of human bone 
groups in section (context 016), vertical slab (013), human 
bones within clay context (015), and west gable wall of 
church (004/003) 

SB 04.12.18 

34 NW 3 As image 33 above SB 04.12.18 

35 SE 3 
Vertical image showing inside face (004) of west gable wall 
of church, mixed human bone deposits in clay matrix (015), 
which is retained by stone slab (013) 

SB 04.12.18 

36 NE 3 
Image showing inner facing stones (007) of south wall of 
church, lime mortar deposits (014) and void left where core 
of wall (011) was removed by excavator bucket 

SB 04.12.18 

37 NE 3 As image 36 above, but closer angle of view SB 04.12.18 

38 NE 3 Human cranium in bone group B13 within clay deposit 
(015), with inner wall face (004) of west gable of church SB 04.12.18 

39 SW 3 
Vertical view showing mixed human bones in clay deposit 
(015) with west gable of church wall (004/003) to right, and 
vertical stone slab (013) to left, retaining bone assemblage  

SB 04.12.18 

40 SW 3 As image 39 above SB 04.12.18 

41 SW 3 Closer view of human remains in clay deposit (015) and 
inner wall face (004) through 0.1m drawing grid SB 04.12.18 

42 SW 3 As image 41 above, but with grid moved slightly to SE, 
showing vertical retaining slab (013) to left SB 04.12.18 

43 NE 3 

Close view of mixed human bone deposit during excavation 
within clay (015), inner wall face (004) to left and vertical 
retaining slab (013) to right. Note row of four degraded 
crania at top of image abutting trench section, single 
degraded cranium at bottom of image, with long bones 
lying through the deposit 

SB 04.12.18 

44 NNW 3 
Looking up the trench cut showing vertical retaining slab 
(013) in foreground, mixed human bone deposit in clay 
(015) and west gable wall of church (004/003) beyond 

SB 04.12.18 

45 NNW 3 As image 44 above SB 04.12.18 

46 SE 3 

Lower angle view showing inner wall face (004) of church, 
human bones in clay deposit (015) and vertical retaining 
slab (013). Note top of cranium lying upside down in the 
foreground 

SB 04.12.18 

47 SE 3 
Remaining courses of outside wall face (004) of west gable 
of church, and foundation course of projecting rive cobbles 
(005) 

SB 04.12.18 

48 N 3 

 
Vertical view of outside wall face (004) of west gable of 
church showing slightly curved profile, and projecting river 
cobbles foundation course (005) 
 
 

SB 04.12.18 
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No. Direction 
Facing 

Trench 
Section Notes Taken 

By Date 

49 SE 3 

Close view of mixed human bones in clay matrix (015) after 
removal of layer of crania and long bones. This revealed 
new degraded crania and crania fragments (six showing in 
this image), many of which are located close to the inner 
face (004) of the west gable of the church 

SB 04.12.18 

50 SE 3 

Outside face (004) of west gable of church with underlying 
foundation course of river cobbles (005), wall core (003), 
and mixed human bone deposit in clay matrix (015) at top 
of image 

SB 05.12.18 

51 SE 3 Inner wall face of church (004) and retaining slab (013) 
within mixed human bones deposit SB 05.12.18 

52 SE 3 As image 51 above SB 05.12.18 

53 SE 3 
As image 51 above, but slightly closer view of the human 
bones showing cranial fragments located close to the inner 
wall face 

SB 05.12.18 

54 SE 3 
Vertical image showing inner wall face (004) and retaining 
slab (013) containing mixed human bone deposit in clay 
(015). 

SB 05.12.18 

55 NW 3 

Oblique view of mixed human bone deposit in clay (015), 
retained by vertical stone slab (013) in the foreground and 
the inner face (004) of the west gable wall of the church. 
Semi-articulated femur and pelvis fragment in foreground 
of image 

SB 05.12.18 

56 SE 3 As image 55 above but facing SE, with femur and pelvis 
articulation and collection of long-bones in image SB 05.12.18 

57 SE 3 As image 56 above SB 05.12.18 

58 SE 3 
As image 56 above, but lower angle view also showing 
foundation stones (007) in south wall of church in 
background 

SB 05.12.18 

59 SE 3 

Vertical image showing inner wall face (004) and retaining 
slab (013) containing mixed human bone deposit in clay 
(015). Closer view showing cranium located next to inner 
wall face of church 

SB 05.12.18 

60 NE 3 

Vertical view of remains of south wall of church showing 
facing stones on inner face (007) by scale, foundation 
stones of outer face (006) to right including slabs, wall core 
(011) and some lime mortar (014). The buff clay-like 
material (012) in the base of the lower section of the wall 
may relate to an earlier wall foundation  

SB 05.12.18 

61 NE 3 

 
Overlay with image 60 above showing the remains of the 
inner wall face (007) of the church's south wall, and the 
infill deposits (016) and (017 - in the sondage next to the 
wall), in which cranial elements and long bone fragments 
were recovered.  
 

SB 05.12.18 
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No. Direction 
Facing 

Trench 
Section Notes Taken 

By Date 

62 NW 3 

Foundation slabs and stones of outer wall face (006) of 
church (south wall) at bottom of image, and remains of 
inner wall (007) including foundations of possible earlier 
wall 

SB 05.12.18 

63 SE 3 

Remains of inner wall (007) showing a terminus with no 
wall continuing in section to right. Human bone remains 
within the void may indicate the location of a door within 
the SW corner of the church 

SB 05.12.18 

64 NE 3 

Close view of west gable wall outer face (004) and 
supporting river cobble foundation stones (005), showing 
slight curvature of outer wall face. This and following 
images show the SW-facing section of the trench containing 
the church remains 

SB 05.12.18 

65 NE 3 
Next image shows wall core (003) including hollows in 
section where large stones were removed by excavator 
bucket during watching brief 

SB 05.12.18 

66 NE 3 
Next image shows inner wall face (004) clay deposit (015), 
human bone groups BG12, BG13 and BG14; and mixed 
human bones in lower fill of (015) 

SB 05.12.18 

67 NE 3 
Mixed bone deposits in clay matrix (015), retaining slab 
(013) and human remains represented by bone groups BG7 
and BG5 in context (016) 

SB 05.12.18 

68 NE 3 
Human remains represented by bone groups BG8, BG5, 
BG3, BG2 and BG1 in context (016), with human remains in 
underlying deposit (017) in sondage 

SB 05.12.18 

69 NE 3 
Human bone groups BG1 and BG2 in context (016), human 
bone in lower context (017) in sondage, inner face (007) of 
south wall and wall core (011/012) 

SB 05.12.18 

70 NE 3 
Wall core (011/012), lime mortar (014) and line of outer 
wall face (006) including foundation slabs, in south wall of 
church 

SB 05.12.18 

 

 


